The House was called to order at 10:00 a.m. by the Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding). The Clerk called the roll and a quorum was present.

The flags were escorted to the rostrum by a Sergeant at Arms Color Guard, Pages Erin Mason and Askar Duishaliev. The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) led the Chamber in the Pledge of Allegiance. The prayer was offered by Representative Dave Upthegrove, 33rd District.

Reading of the Journal of the previous day was dispensed with and it was ordered to stand approved.

RESOLUTIONS

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2013-4651, by Representatives Litas, Farrell, Fitzgibbon, Upthegrove, Fey, Pollet, Moscoso, Zeiger, Tarleton, Stanford, Pedersen, Jinkins, Kagi, and Clibborn

WHEREAS, Chuck Ayers worked tirelessly for safe cycling for kids, commuters, and seniors in communities throughout Washington state; and
WHEREAS, He served as Cascade Bicycle Club's Executive Director for 15 years, leading an organization which has helped achieve significant improvements to our transportation system through policy, community organization, education, outreach, and advocacy; and
WHEREAS, His education programs have touched people of all ages, from preschoolers on balance bikes, to seniors on step-through bikes; and
WHEREAS, Chuck Ayers worked with state lawmakers, local governments, and communities to draft innovative policies for better and safer roadways; and
WHEREAS, During his tenure, he built a 15,000-strong community of cyclist enthusiasts and supporters and organized annual rides like Seattle-to-Portland, which has become a local phenomenon that sells out months in advance; and
WHEREAS, His work in training youth in the basics of bike riding, road safety, and community leadership promoted a new generation of bike riders and commuters across the Puget Sound; and
WHEREAS, Programs and projects he sponsored, such as the Annual Commuter Challenge Program that reduced emissions by 1.5 million pounds over the month of May in 2011, developed awareness of how different modes of transportation affect our surroundings; and
WHEREAS, His leadership and the efforts of Cascade Bicycle Club have led to safer roads, more bike lanes and paths, and an increase in sidewalks around the Puget Sound area, helping support a movement of healthy, green commuters; and
WHEREAS, He has trained community leaders to advocate for and produce safer and more extensive biking infrastructure for commuters and children alike;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Washington State House of Representatives find that Chuck Ayers' efforts in building a community around, and successfully advocating for, safer, cleaner ways of transportation for more than fifteen years, and the environmental, social, and health impacts which he contributed to deserve special recognition.

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the question before the House to be the adoption of House Resolution No. 4651.

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4651 was adopted.


WHEREAS, Providing basic education to our children is the paramount duty of Washington State; and
WHEREAS, Zillah High School teacher, Jeff Charbonneau, has performed his duties above and beyond all expectations, earning the title National Teacher of the Year; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau has played an instrumental role in the transformation of Zillah High School into a place where nearly every student graduates with college credit; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau has constantly and consistently inspired everyone around him to push themselves to break the mold and achieve greatness; and
WHEREAS, The contagious level of passion Mr. Charbonneau displays for teaching has made Zillah High School a special place for all inside and outside its hallways; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau's insatiable desire for continued learning has led ninety percent of last year's graduating class to continue their learning in college, apprenticeship programs, or the military; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau has spent the last eleven years as an education pioneer, expanding STEM-focused learning within his own school district as well as other schools around the state; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau has sacrificed countless hours of his own time to develop an articulation program allowing students to obtain college credit for satisfactory completion of their high school science classes; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau has found the perfect instructional mix, making his classes more rigorous and more accessible, which has increased student enrollment in upper level science classes by twenty percent; and
WHEREAS, Mr. Charbonneau not only molds the minds of young students while in class, but also serves as the science club advisor, drama program assistant director, student government coordinator, and yearbook advisor; and
WHEREAS, The pride, effort, and dedication Mr. Charbonneau has displayed while fulfilling his duties as an educator has made - and continues to make - every day at Zillah High School, as Mr. Charbonneau exclaims when greeting his students each day, another day in paradise;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Washington State House of Representatives honor Jeff Charbonneau for his enthusiastic, innovative, and technology-infused method of
The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the question before the House to be the adoption of House Resolution No. 4652.

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4652 was adopted.

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2013-4653, by Representatives Buys, Overstreet, Morris, and Lytton

WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet begins leaving Blaine and Bellingham waters in May; and

WHEREAS, This is the 30th year that the Blessing of the Fleet will occur in Blaine Harbor, this year it will be presented at Blaine Boating Center on May 5, 2013; and

WHEREAS, This is the 38th year that the Blessing of the Fleet will occur at the Port of Bellingham, this year it will be presented at Zuanich Point Park in Squalicum Harbor on May 11, 2013; and

WHEREAS, The Washington state commercial fishing fleet is one of the world's largest distant water fleets; and

WHEREAS, The commercial fishing industry directly and indirectly employs thousands of people and is one of the largest industries in Washington state; and

WHEREAS, The harvest is vital to the growth and stability of the Washington state economy; and

WHEREAS, The lives of those who pursue this job are fraught with danger and hardships that most people will never face; and

WHEREAS, Strength and courage are requirements for anyone who chooses to work on the sea, braving the elements in order to harvest the ocean's resources; and

WHEREAS, The men and women who work on fishing boats, often in dangerous circumstances, deserve our admiration, thanks, and, when tragedy strikes, our remembrance; and

WHEREAS, Too often, the brave men and women of our fishing fleet lose their lives, a tragedy that not only impacts the close-knit community of fishing families in our region, but also our entire state;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution be immediately transmitted by the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives to the 2013 National Teacher of the Year, Jeff Charbonneau, the Zillah School District, and the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the question before the House to be the adoption of House Resolution No. 4653.

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4653 was adopted.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

April 24, 2013

MR. SPEAKER:

The Senate concurred in the House amendment(s) to the following bills and passed the bills as amended by the House:

ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5053
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5287
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5449

and the same are herewith transmitted.

Hunter G. Goodman, Secretary

April 24, 2013

MR. SPEAKER:

The Senate has passed:

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5892
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5913

and the same are herewith transmitted.

Hunter G. Goodman, Secretary

April 24, 2013

MR. SPEAKER:

The Senate receded from its amendment(s) to HOUSE BILL NO. 1768, and passed the bill without said amendments and the same is herewith transmitted.

Hunter G. Goodman, Secretary

There being no objection, the House advanced to the fourth order of business.

INTRODUCTIONS AND FIRST READING

HB 2057 by Representatives Hayes, Hurst, Klippert, Holy, Van De Wege and Hope

AN ACT Relating to arrest without warrant; and amending RCW 10.31.100.

Referred to Committee on Public Safety.

HB 2057 by Representatives Hayes, Hurst, Klippert, Holy, Van De Wege and Hope

AN ACT Relating to arrest without warrant; and amending RCW 10.31.100.

Referred to Committee on Public Safety.

ESSB 5895 by Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Hill and Hargrove)

AN ACT Relating to education funding; amending RCW 43.135.025, 82.45.100, 82.16.020, 82.18.040, 67.70.190, 28A.525.010, 28A.525.020, 28A.515.320, 39.42.140, and 84.52.067; reenacting and amending RCW 82.45.060 and 43.135.045; adding a new section to chapter 28A.150 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; creating new sections; providing effective dates; providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Appropriations.

ESSB 5895 by Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Hill and Hargrove)

AN ACT Relating to education funding; amending RCW 43.135.025, 82.45.100, 82.16.020, 82.18.040, 67.70.190, 28A.525.010, 28A.525.020, 28A.515.320, 39.42.140, and 84.52.067; reenacting and amending RCW 82.45.060 and
43.135.045; adding a new section to chapter 28A.150 RCW; adding a new section to chapter 82.08 RCW; creating new sections; providing effective dates; providing an expiration date; and declaring an emergency.

Referred to Committee on Appropriations.

There being no objection, the bills listed on the day's introduction sheet under the fourth order of business were referred to the committees so designated.

**REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES**

April 24, 2013

**HB 1707** Prime Sponsor, Representative Springer: Concerning the taxation of large airplanes. Reported by Committee on Technology & Economic Development

MAJORITY recommendation: The substitute bill be substituted therefor and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Representatives Morris, Chair; Habib, Vice Chair; Smith, Ranking Minority Member; Crouse, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Dahlquist; Freeman; Hudgins; Kochmar; Magendanz; Maxwell; Tarleton; Vick; Walsh and Zeiger.


Referred to Committee on Finance.

April 23, 2013

**HB 1935** Prime Sponsor, Representative Haler: Concerning state parks and recreation. Reported by Committee on Appropriations

MAJORITY recommendation: The substitute bill be substituted therefor and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Representatives Hunter, Chair; Ormsby, Vice Chair; Carlyle; Cody; Dunsee; Green; Haigh; Hudgins; Hunt; Jinkins; Kagi; Maxwell; Morrell; Pedersen; Pettigrew; Seaquist; Springer and Sullivan.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by Representatives Alexander, Ranking Minority Member; Chandler, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dahlquist; Fagan; Haler; Harris; Parker; Pike; Ross; Schmick and Taylor.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

April 23, 2013

**HB 2050** Prime Sponsor, Representative Hunter: Achieving correctional savings related to certification of jail time served. Reported by Committee on Appropriations

MAJORITY recommendation: The substitute bill be substituted therefor and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Representatives Hunter, Chair; Ormsby, Vice Chair; Carlyle; Cody; Dunsee; Green; Haigh; Hudgins; Hunt; Jinkins; Kagi; Maxwell; Morrell; Pedersen; Pettigrew; Seaquist; Springer and Sullivan.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by Representatives Alexander, Ranking Minority Member; Chandler, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dahlquist; Fagan; Haler; Harris; Parker; Pike; Ross; Schmick and Taylor.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

April 23, 2013

**HB 2051** Prime Sponsor, Representative Lytton: Implementing basic education expenditures. Reported by Committee on Appropriations

MAJORITY recommendation: The substitute bill be substituted therefor and the substitute bill do pass. Signed by Representatives Hunter, Chair; Ormsby, Vice Chair; Carlyle; Cody; Dunsee; Green; Haigh; Hudgins; Hunt; Jinkins; Kagi; Maxwell; Morrell; Pedersen; Pettigrew; Seaquist; Springer and Sullivan.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by Representatives Alexander, Ranking Minority Member; Chandler, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dahlquist; Fagan; Haler; Harris; Parker; Pike; Ross; Schmick and Taylor.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

April 23, 2013

**2SSB 5794** Prime Sponsor, Committee on Ways & Means: Concerning alternative learning experience courses. Reported by Committee on Appropriations

MAJORITY recommendation: Do pass as amended by Committee on Appropriations and without amendment by Committee on Education.

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following:

"Sec. 1. 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 1 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:

(1) Under Article IX of the Washington state Constitution, all children are entitled to an opportunity to receive a basic education. Although the state must assure that students in public schools have opportunities to participate in the instructional program of basic education, there is no obligation for either the state or school districts
to provide that instruction using a particular delivery method or through a particular program.

(2) The legislature finds ample evidence of the need to examine and reconsider policies under which alternative learning that occurs outside the classroom using an individual student learning plan may be considered equivalent to full-time attendance in school, including for funding purposes. Previous legislative studies have raised questions about financial practices and accountability in alternative learning experience ((programs)) courses. Since 2005, there has been significant enrollment growth in alternative learning experience online ((programs)) courses, with evidence of unexpected financial impact when large numbers of nonresident students enroll in ((programs)) courses. Based on this evidence, there is a rational basis on which to conclude that there are different costs associated with providing ((a program) courses) not primarily based on full-time, daily contact between teachers and students and not primarily occurring on-site in a classroom.

(3) For these reasons, the legislature intends to allow for continuing review and revision of the way in which state funding allocations are used to support alternative learning experience (programs) courses.

Sec. 2. RCW 28A.150.325 and 2011 1st sp.s.c 34 s 2 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) ((For purposes of this chapter)) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.

(a) "Alternative learning experience ((programs)) course" means a course ((or set of courses)) or, for grades kindergarten through eighth grade-level coursework, that is a delivery method for the program of basic education and is:

(i) Provided in whole or in part independently from a regular classroom setting or schedule, but may include some components of direct instruction;

(ii) Supervised, monitored, assessed, evaluated, and documented by a certificated teacher employed by the school district or under contract as permitted by applicable rules; and

(iii) Provided in accordance with a written student learning plan that is implemented pursuant to the school district's policy and rules adopted by the superintendent of public instruction for alternative learning experiences.

(b) "In-person" means face-to-face instructional contact in a physical classroom environment.

(c) "Instructional contact time" means instructional time with a certificated teacher. Instructional contact time must be for the purposes of actual instruction, review of assignments, testing, evaluation of student progress, or other learning activities or requirements identified in the student's written student learning plan. Instructional contact time must be related to an alternative learning experience course identified in the student's written student learning plan. Instructional contact time may occur in a group setting between the teacher and multiple students and may be delivered either in-person or remotely using technology.

(d) "Online course" means an alternative learning experience course that has the same meaning as provided in RCW 28A.250.010.

(e) "Remote course" means an alternative learning experience course that is not an online course where the student has in-person instructional contact time for less than twenty percent of the total weekly time for the course. No minimum in-person instructional contact time is required.

(f) "Site-based course" means an alternative learning experience course where the student has in-person instructional contact time for at least twenty percent of the total weekly time for the course.

(g) "Total weekly time" means the estimated average hours per school week the student will engage in learning activities to meet the requirements of the written student learning plan.

(2) ((The broad categories of alternative learning experience programs include, but are not limited to:

(a) Online programs as defined in RCW 28A.150.262;

(b) Parent partnership programs that include significant participation and partnership by parents and families in the design and implementation of a student's learning experience; and

(c) Contract-based learning programs)) School districts may claim state funding under section 3 of this act, to the extent otherwise allowed by state law including the provisions of RCW 28A.250.060, for students enrolled in remote, site-based, or online alternative learning experience courses. High school courses must meet district or state graduation requirements and be offered for high school credit.

(3) School districts that offer alternative learning experience ((programs)) courses may not provide any compensation, reimbursement, gift, reward, or gratuity to any parents, guardians, or students for participation in the courses. School district employees are prohibited from receiving any compensation or payment as an incentive to increase student enrollment of out-of-district students in ((an)) alternative learning experience ((programs)) courses. This prohibition includes, but is not limited to, providing funds to parents, guardians, or students for the purchase of educational materials, supplies, experiences, services, or technological equipment. A district may purchase educational materials, equipment, or other nonconsumable supplies for students' use in alternative learning experience ((programs)) courses if the purchase is consistent with the district's approved curriculum, conforms to applicable laws and rules, and is made in the same manner as such purchases are made for students in the district's regular instructional program. Items so purchased remain the property of the school district upon program completion. School districts may not purchase or contract for instructional or cocurricular experiences and services that are included in an alternative learning experience written student learning plan, including but not limited to, lessons, trips, and other activities, unless substantially similar experiences and services are available to students enrolled in the district's regular instructional program. School districts that purchase or contract for such experiences and services for students enrolled in an alternative learning experience ((program)) course must submit an annual report to the office of the superintendent of public instruction detailing the costs and purposes of the expenditures. These requirements extend to contracted providers of alternative learning experience ((programs)) courses, and each district shall be responsible for monitoring the compliance of its providers with these requirements. However, nothing in this (section) subsection shall prohibit school districts from contracting with school district employees to provide services or experiences to students, or from contracting with online providers approved by the office of the superintendent of public instruction pursuant to chapter 28A.250 RCW.

(4) ((Part-time enrollment in alternative learning experiences is subject to the provisions of RCW 28A.150.350, and the superintendent of public instruction shall adopt rules defining minimum requirements and accountability for alternative learning experience programs)) Each school district offering or contracting to offer alternative learning experience courses must:

(a) Report annually to the superintendent of public instruction regarding the course types and offerings, and number of students participating in each; and

(b) Document the district of residence for each student enrolled in an alternative learning experience course.

(5) A school district offering or contracting to offer an alternative learning experience course to a nonresident student must inform the resident school district if the student drops out of the course or is otherwise no longer enrolled.

(6) School districts must assess the educational progress of enrolled students at least annually, using, for full-time students, the state assessment for the student's grade level and using any other
annual assessments required by the school district. Part-time students must also be assessed at least annually. However, part-time students who are either receiving home-based instruction under chapter 28A.200 RCW or who are enrolled in an approved private school under chapter 28A.195 RCW are not required to participate in the assessments required under chapter 28A.655 RCW. The rules must address how students who reside outside the geographic service area of the school district are to be assessed.

(7) Beginning with the 2013-14 school year, school districts must designate alternative learning experience courses as such when reporting course information to the office of the superintendent of public instruction under RCW 28A.300.500.

(8)(a) The superintendent of public instruction shall adopt rules necessary to implement this section.

(b) Rules adopted for weekly direct personal contact requirements and monthly progress evaluation must be flexible and reflect the needs of the student and the student's individual learning plan rather than specifying an amount of time. In addition, the rules must reduce documentation requirements, particularly for students making satisfactory progress, based on the unique aspects of the alternative learning experience course types defined in this section and taking into consideration the technical and system capabilities associated with the different course types.

(c) The rules must establish procedures that address how the counting of students must be coordinated by resident and nonresident districts for state funding so that no student is counted for more than one full-time equivalent in the aggregate.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. (1) The superintendent of public instruction shall separately calculate and allocate monies appropriated under RCW 28A.150.260 to school districts for each full-time equivalent student enrolled in an alternative learning experience course that may be claimed for state funding under this section. The calculation shall be based on the estimated statewide annual average allocation per full-time equivalent student in grades nine through twelve in general education, excluding small high school enhancements, and including applicable rules and provisions of the omnibus appropriations act.

(2) School districts may claim state funding for students enrolled in alternative learning experience courses under RCW 28A.150.325 (as recodified by this act) and 28A.250.060 as follows:

(a) School districts may claim state funding for students who reside in the district.

(b) School districts may claim state funding for students who do not reside in the district only if any of the following conditions are met:

(i) All alternative learning experience courses identified in the student's written student learning plan are online courses;

(ii) The alternative learning experience course in which the student is enrolled is a site-based course;

(iii) At least ninety percent of the school district's total headcount of students enrolled in alternative learning experience courses consists of students who reside in the district. The calculation under this subsection (b)(iii) of the total headcount of students enrolled in alternative learning experience courses must exclude any students claimed under (b)(ii) or (ii) of this subsection; or

(iv) The student resides in an adjacent school district.

Sec. 4. RCW 28A.250.010 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 5 are each amended to read as follows:

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.

(1)(a) "Multidistrict online provider" means:

(i) A private or nonprofit organization that enters into a contract with a school district to provide online courses or programs to K-12 students from more than one school district;

(ii) A private or nonprofit organization that enters into contracts with multiple school districts to provide online courses or programs to K-12 students from those districts; or

(iii) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, a school district that provides online courses or programs to students who reside outside the geographic boundaries of the school district.

(b) "Multidistrict online provider" does not include a school district online learning program in which fewer than ten percent of the students enrolled in the program are from other districts under the interdistrict student transfer provisions of RCW 28A.225.225. "Multidistrict online provider" also does not include regional online learning programs that are jointly developed and implemented by two or more school districts or an educational service district through an interdistrict cooperative program agreement that addresses, at minimum, how the districts share student full-time equivalency for state basic education funding purposes and how categorical education programs, including special education, are provided to eligible students.

(2)(a) "Online course" means a course or grade-level coursework where:

(i) More than half of the course content is delivered electronically using the internet or other computer-based methods; and

(ii) More than half of the teaching is conducted from a remote location through an online course learning management system or other online or electronic tools.

(iii) A certificated teacher has the primary responsibility for the student's instructional interaction. Instructional interaction between the teacher and the student includes, but is not limited to, direct instruction, review of assignments, assessment, testing, progress monitoring, and educational facilitation; and

(iv) Students have access to the teacher synchronously, asynchronously, or both.

(b) "Online school program" means a school program that:

(i) Offers courses or grade-level coursework that is delivered primarily electronically using the internet or other computer-based methods;

(ii) Offers courses or grade-level coursework that is taught by a teacher primarily from a remote location using online or other electronic tools. Students enrolled in an online program may have access to the teacher synchronously, asynchronously, or both;

(iii) Offers a sequential set of online courses or grade-level coursework that may be taken in a single school term or throughout the school year in a manner that could provide a full-time basic education program if so desired by the student. Students may enroll in the program as part-time or full-time students;

(iv) Has an online component of the program with online lessons and tools for student and data management).

(c) An online course or online school program may be delivered to students at school as part of the regularly scheduled school day. An online course or online school program also may be delivered to students, in whole or in part, independently from a regular classroom schedule, but such courses or programs must comply with RCW 28A.150.262 (as recodified by this act) and associated rules adopted by the superintendent of public instruction to qualify for state basic education funding.

(3) "Online provider" means any provider of an online course or program, including multidistrict online providers, all school district online learning programs, and all regional online learning programs.

Sec. 5. RCW 28A.250.020 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 6 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) The superintendent of public instruction, in collaboration with the state board of education, shall develop and implement approval criteria and a process for approving online providers; a process for monitoring and if necessary rescinding the approval of courses or programs offered by an online provider; and an appeals process. The
criteria and processes for multidistrict online providers shall be adopted by rule by December 1, 2009.

(2) When developing the approval criteria, the superintendent of public instruction shall require that providers offering online courses or programs have accreditation, or are candidates for accreditation, through the Northwest accreditation commission or another national, regional, or state accreditation program listed by the office of the superintendent of public instruction ((after consultation with the Washington coalition for online learning)). In addition to other criteria, the approval criteria shall include the degree of alignment with state academic standards and require that all teachers be certificated in accordance with Washington state law. When reviewing online providers that offer high school courses, the superintendent of public instruction shall assure that the courses offered by the provider are eligible for high school credit. However, final decisions regarding whether credit meets the school district's graduation requirements shall remain the responsibility of the school districts.

(3) Initial approval of online providers by the superintendent of public instruction shall be for four years. The superintendent of public instruction shall develop a process for the renewal of approvals and for rescinding approvals based on noncompliance with approval requirements. Any multidistrict online provider that was approved by the digital learning commons or accredited by the Northwest association of accredited schools before July 26, 2009, and that meets the teacher certification requirements of subsection (2) of this section, is exempt from the initial approval process under this section until August 31, 2012, but must comply with the process for renewal of approvals and must comply with approval requirements.

(4) The superintendent of public instruction shall make the first round of decisions regarding approval of multidistrict online providers by April 1, 2010. The first round of decisions regarding approval of online providers that are not multidistrict online providers shall be made by April 1, 2013. Thereafter, the superintendent of public instruction shall make annual approval decisions no later than November 1st of each year.

(5) The superintendent of public instruction shall establish an online learning advisory committee within existing resources that shall provide advice to the superintendent regarding the approval criteria, major components of the web site, the model school district policy, model agreements, and other related matters. The committee shall include a representative of each of the following groups: Private and public online providers, parents of online students, accreditation organizations, educational service districts, school principals, teachers, school administrators, school board members, institutions of higher education, and other individuals as determined by the superintendent. Members of the advisory committee shall be selected by the superintendent based on nominations from statewide organizations, shall serve three-year terms, and may be reappointed.

The superintendent shall select the chair of the committee.

Sec. 6. RCW 28A.250.050 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 11 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) By August 31, 2010, all school district boards of directors shall develop policies and procedures regarding student access to online courses and online learning programs. The policies and procedures shall include but not be limited to: Student eligibility criteria; the types of online courses available to students through the school district; the methods districts will use to support student success, which may include a local advisor; when the school district will and will not pay course fees and other costs; the granting of high school credit; and a process for students and parents or guardians to formally acknowledge any course taken for which no credit is given. The policies and procedures shall take effect beginning with the 2010-11 school year. School districts shall submit their policies to the superintendent of public instruction by September 15, 2010. By December 1, 2010, the superintendent of public instruction shall summarize the school district policies regarding student access to online courses and submit a report to the legislature.

(2) School districts must award credit and grades for online high school courses successfully completed by a student that meet the school district's graduation requirements and are provided by an approved online provider.

(3) School districts shall provide students with information regarding online courses that are available through the school district. The information shall include the types of information described in subsection (1) of this section.

(4) When developing local or regional online learning programs, school districts shall incorporate into the program design the approval criteria developed by the superintendent of public instruction under RCW 28A.250.020.

Sec. 7. RCW 28A.250.060 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 8 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) Beginning with the 2011-12 school year, school districts may claim state funding under (RCW 28A.150.260) section 3 of this act to the extent otherwise allowed by state law, for students enrolled in online courses or programs only if the online courses or programs are:

(a) Offered by a multidistrict online provider approved under RCW 28A.250.020 by the superintendent of public instruction;

(b) Offered by a school district online learning program if the program serves students who reside within the geographic boundaries of the school district, including school district programs in which fewer than ten percent of the program's students reside outside the school district's geographic boundaries;

(c) Offered by a regional online learning program where courses are jointly developed and offered by two or more school districts or an educational service district through an interdistrict cooperative program agreement.

(2) Beginning with the 2013-14 school year, school districts may claim state funding under (RCW 28A.150.260) section 3 of this act to the extent otherwise allowed by state law, for students enrolled in online courses or programs only if the online courses or programs are offered by an online provider approved under RCW 28A.250.020 by the superintendent of public instruction.

(3) Criteria shall be established by the superintendent of public instruction to allow online courses that have not been approved by the superintendent of public instruction to be eligible for state funding if the course is in a subject matter in which no courses have been approved and, if it is a high school course, the course meets Washington high school graduation requirements.

Sec. 8. RCW 28A.250.070 and 2009 c 542 s 8 are each amended to read as follows:

Nothing in this chapter is intended to diminish the rights of students to attend a nonresident school district in accordance with RCW 28A.225.220 through 28A.225.230 for the purposes of enrolling in online courses or online school programs. The office of online learning under RCW 28A.250.030 shall develop a standard form, which must be used by all school districts, for releasing a student to a nonresident school district for the purposes of enrolling in an online course or online school program.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. A new section is added to chapter 28A.250 RCW to read as follows:

An online school program may request a waiver from the office of the superintendent of public instruction to administer one or more sections of the statewide student assessment for grades three through eight for some or all students enrolled in the program on alternate days or on an alternate schedule, as long as the administration is within the testing period established by the office. The office may deny a request for a waiver if the online school program's proposal does not maintain adequate test security or would reduce the reliability of the assessment results by providing an inequitable advantage for some students.
Sec. 10. RCW 28A.225.220 and 1995 c 335 s 602 and 1995 c 52 s 2 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(1) Any board of directors may make agreements with adults choosing to attend school, and may charge the adults reasonable tuition.

(2) A district is strongly encouraged to honor the request of a parent or guardian for his or her child to attend a school in another district or the request of a parent or guardian for his or her child to transfer as a student receiving home-based instruction.

(3) A district shall release a student to a nonresident district that agrees to accept the student if:
   (a) A financial, educational, safety, or health condition affecting the student would likely be reasonably improved as a result of the transfer; or
   (b) Attendance at the school in the nonresident district is more accessible to the parent's place of work or to the location of child care; or
   (c) There is a special hardship or detrimental condition; or
   (d) The purpose of the transfer is for the student to enroll in an online course or online school program offered by an online provider approved under RCW 28A.250.020.

(4) A district may deny the request of a resident student to transfer to a nonresident district if the release of the student would adversely affect the district's existing desegregation plan.

(5) For the purpose of helping a district assess the quality of its education program, a resident school district may request an optional exit interview or questionnaire with the parents or guardians of a child transferring to another district. No parent or guardian may be forced to attend such an interview or complete the questionnaire.

(6) Beginning with the 1993-94 school year, school districts may not charge transfer fees or tuition for nonresident students enrolled under subsection (3) of this section and RCW 28A.225.225. Reimbursement of a high school district for cost of educating high school pupils of a nonhigh school district shall not be deemed a transfer fee as affecting the apportionment of current state school funds.

Sec. 11. RCW 28A.225.225 and 2009 c 380 s 7 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) Except for students who reside out-of-state and students under RCW 28A.225.217, a district shall accept applications from nonresident students who are the children of full-time certificated and classified school employees, and those children shall be permitted to enroll:
   (a) At the school to which the employee is assigned;
   (b) At a school forming the district's K through 12 continuum which includes the school to which the employee is assigned; or
   (c) At a school in the district that provides early intervention services pursuant to RCW 28A.155.065 or preschool services pursuant to RCW 28A.155.070, if the student is eligible for such services.

(2) A district may reject applications under this section if:
   (a) The student's disciplinary records indicate a history of convictions for offenses or crimes, violent or disruptive behavior, or gang membership;
   (b) The student has been expelled or suspended from a public school for more than ten consecutive days. Any policy allowing for readmission of expelled or suspended students under this subsection (2)(b) must apply uniformly to both resident and nonresident applicants; (c) The student has repeatedly failed to comply with requirements for participation in an online school program, such as participating in weekly direct contact with the teacher or monthly progress evaluations.

(3) Except as provided in subsection (1) of this section, all districts accepting applications from nonresident students or from students receiving home-based instruction for admission to the district's schools shall consider equally all applications received. Each school district shall adopt a policy establishing rational, fair, and equitable standards for acceptance and rejection of applications by June 30, 1990. The policy may include rejection of a nonresident student if:
   (a) Acceptance of a nonresident student would result in the district experiencing a financial hardship;
   (b) The student's disciplinary records indicate a history of convictions for offenses or crimes, violent or disruptive behavior, or gang membership; or
   (c) The student has been expelled or suspended from a public school for more than ten consecutive days. Any policy allowing for readmission of expelled or suspended students under this subsection (3)(c) must apply uniformly to both resident and nonresident applicants.

For purposes of subsections (2)(a) and (3)(b) of this section, "gang" means a group which: (i) Consists of three or more persons; (ii) has identifiable leadership; and (iii) on an ongoing basis, regularly conspires and acts in concert mainly for criminal purposes.

(4) The district shall provide to applicants written notification of the approval or denial of the application in a timely manner. If the application is rejected, the notification shall include the reason or reasons for denial and the right to appeal under RCW 28A.225.230(3).

Sec. 12. RCW 28A.150.100 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 10 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) For the purposes of this section and RCW 28A.150.410 and 28A.400.200, "basic education certificated instructional staff" means all full-time equivalent classroom teachers, teacher librarians, guidance counselors, certificated student health services staff, and other certificated instructional staff in the following programs as defined for statewide school district accounting purposes: Basic education, secondary vocational education, general instructional support, and general supportive services.

(2) Each school district shall maintain a ratio of at least forty-six basic education certificated instructional staff to one thousand annual average full-time equivalent students. This requirement does not apply to that portion of a district's annual average full-time equivalent enrollment that is enrolled in alternative learning experience (program) courses as defined in RCW 28A.150.325 (as recodified by this act).

Sec. 13. RCW 28A.525.162 and 2012 c 244 s 2 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) Funds appropriated to the superintendent of public instruction from the common school construction fund shall be allotted by the superintendent of public instruction in accordance with this chapter.

(2) No allotment shall be made to a school district until such district has provided local funds equal to or greater than the difference between the total approved project cost and the amount of state funding assistance to the district for financing the project computed pursuant to RCW 28A.525.166, with the following exceptions:

(a) The superintendent of public instruction may waive the local requirement for state funding assistance for districts which have provided funds for school building construction purposes through the authorization of bonds or through the authorization of excess tax levies or both in an amount equivalent to two and one-half percent of the value of its taxable property, as defined in RCW 39.36.015.

(b) No such local funds shall be required as a condition to the allotment of funds from the state for the purpose of making major or minor structural changes to existing school facilities in order to bring
such facilities into compliance with the barrier free access requirements of section 504 of the federal rehabilitation act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Sec. 706) and rules implementing the act.

(3) For the purpose of computing the state funding assistance percentage under RCW 28A.525.166 when a school district is granted authority to enter into contracts, adjusted valuation per pupil shall be calculated using headcount student enrollments from the most recent October enrollment reports submitted by districts to the superintendent of public instruction, adjusted as follows:

(a) In the case of projects for which local bonds were approved after May 11, 1989:

(i) For districts which have been designated as serving high school districts under RCW 28A.540.110, students residing in the nonhigh school district so designating shall be excluded from the enrollment count if the student is enrolled in any grade level not offered by the nonhigh district;

(ii) The enrollment of nonhigh school districts shall be increased by the number of students residing within the district who are enrolled in a serving high school district so designated by the nonhigh school district under RCW 28A.540.110, including only students who are enrolled in grade levels not offered by the nonhigh school district; and

(iii) The number of preschool students with disabilities included in the enrollment count shall be multiplied by one-half;

(b) In the case of construction or modernization of high school facilities in districts serving students from nonhigh school districts, the adjusted valuation per pupil shall be computed using the combined adjusted valuations and enrollments of each district, each weighted by the percentage of the district's resident high school students served by the high school district;

(c) The number of kindergarten students included in the enrollment count shall be counted as one headcount student; and

(d) The number of students residing outside the school district who are enrolled in alternative learning experience (program) courses under RCW 28A.150.325 (as recodified by this act) shall be excluded from the total.

(4) In lieu of the exclusion in subsection (3)(d) of this section, a district may submit an alternative calculation for excluding students enrolled in alternative learning experience (program) courses. The alternative calculation must show the student headcount use of district classroom facilities on a regular basis for a regular duration by out-of-district alternative learning experience (program) students subtracted by the headcount of in-district alternative learning experience (program) students not using district classroom facilities on a regular basis for a reasonable duration. The alternative calculation must be submitted in a form approved by the office of the superintendent of public instruction. The office of the superintendent of public instruction must develop rules to define "regular basis" and "reasonable duration."

(5) The superintendent of public instruction, considering policy recommendations from the school facilities citizen advisory panel, shall prescribe such rules as are necessary to equate insofar as possible the efforts made by school districts to provide capital funds by the means aforesaid.

(6) For the purposes of this section, "preschool students with disabilities" means children of preschool age who have developmental disabilities who are entitled to services under RCW 28A.155.010 through 28A.155.100 and are not included in the kindergarten enrollment count of the district.

Sec. 14. RCW 28A.525.166 and 2012 c 244 s 3 are each amended to read as follows:

Allocations to school districts of state funds provided by RCW 28A.525.162 through 28A.525.180 shall be made by the superintendent of public instruction and the amount of state funding assistance to a school district in financing a school plant project shall be determined in the following manner:

(1) The boards of directors of the districts shall determine the total cost of the proposed project, which cost may include the cost of acquiring and preparing the site, the cost of constructing the building or of acquiring a building and preparing the same for school use, the cost of necessary equipment, taxes chargeable to the project, necessary architects' fees, and a reasonable amount for contingencies and for other necessary incidental expenses: PROVIDED, That the total cost of the project shall be subject to review and approval by the superintendent.

(2) The state funding assistance percentage for a school district shall be computed by the following formula:

\[
\text{State Funding Assistance} = \frac{\text{Adjusted valuation per pupil}}{\text{Total state per pupil}} - 100\% 
\]

PROVIDED, That in the event the state funding assistance percentage to any school district based on the above formula is less than twenty percent and such school district is otherwise eligible for state funding assistance under RCW 28A.525.162 through 28A.525.180, the superintendent may establish for such district a state funding assistance percentage not in excess of twenty percent of the approved cost of the project, if the superintendent finds that such additional assistance is necessary to provide minimum facilities for housing the pupils of the district.

(3) In addition to the computed state funding assistance percentage developed in subsection (2) of this section, a school district shall be entitled to additional percentage points determined by the average percentage of growth for the past three years. One percent shall be added to the computed state funding assistance percentage for each percent of growth, with a maximum of twenty percent.

(4) In computing the state funding assistance percentage in subsection (2) of this section and adjusting the percentage under subsection (3) of this section, students residing outside the school district who are enrolled in alternative learning experience (program) courses under RCW 28A.150.325 (as recodified by this act) shall be excluded from the count of total pupils. In lieu of the exclusion in this subsection, a district may submit an alternative calculation for excluding students enrolled in alternative learning experience (program) courses. The alternative calculation must show the student headcount use of district classroom facilities on a regular basis for a reasonable duration. The alternative calculation must be submitted in a form approved by the office of the superintendent of public instruction. The office of the superintendent of public instruction must develop rules to define "regular basis" and "reasonable duration."

(5) The approved cost of the project determined in the manner prescribed in this section multiplied by the state funding assistance percentage derived as provided in this section shall be the amount of state funding assistance to the district for the financing of the
project: PROVIDED, That need therefor has been established to the satisfaction of the superintendent: PROVIDED, FURTHER, That additional state funding assistance may be allowed if it is found by the superintendent, considering policy recommendations from the school facilities citizen advisory panel that such assistance is necessary in order to meet (a) a school housing emergency resulting from the destruction of a school building by fire, the condemnation of a school building by properly constituted authorities, a sudden excessive and clearly foreseeable future increase in school population, or other conditions similarly emergent in nature; or (b) a special school housing burden resulting from projects of statewide significance or imposed by virtue of the admission of nonresident students into educational programs established, maintained and operated in conformity with the requirements of law; or (c) a deficiency in the capital funds of the district resulting from financing, subsequent to April 1, 1969, and without benefit of the state funding assistance provided by prior state assistance programs, the construction of a needed school building project or projects approved in conformity with the requirements of such programs, after having first applied for and been denied state funding assistance because of the inadequacy of state funds available for the purpose, or (d) a condition created by the fact that an excessive number of students live in state owned housing, or (e) a need for the construction of a school building to provide for improved school district organization or racial balance, or (f) conditions similar to those defined under (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of this subsection, creating a like emergency.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. RCW 28A.150.262 (Defining full-time equivalent student--Students receiving instruction through alternative learning experience online programs--Requirements) and 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 3, 2009 c 542 s 9, & 2005 c 356 s 2 are each repealed.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. (1) RCW 28A.150.325 is recodified as a section in chapter 28A.--RCW (the new chapter created in section 17 of this act).

(2) 2011 1st sp.s. c 34 s 1 is codified as a section in chapter 28A.--RCW (the new chapter created in section 17 of this act).

NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. Sections 1 and 3 of this act constitute a new chapter in Title 28A RCW.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 18. Section 3 of this act takes effect September 1, 2013.”

Correct the title.

Signed by Representatives Hunter, Chair; Ormsby, Vice Chair; Carlyle; Cody; Dunshie; Green; Haigh; Hudgins; Hunt; Jinkins; Kagi; Maxwell; Morell; Pedersen; Pettigrew; Seaquist; Springer and Sullivan.

MINORITY recommendation: Do not pass. Signed by Representatives Alexander, Ranking Minority Member; Chandler, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dahlquist; Fagan; Haler; Harris; Parker; Pike; Ross; Schmick and Taylor.

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading.

There being no objection, the bills listed on the day’s committee reports under the fifth order of business were referred to the committees so designated.

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) called upon Representative Moeller to preside.

SECOND READING

HOUSE BILL NO. 2042, by Representatives Cody, Hunter and Sullivan

MODIFY THE NURSING FACILITY MEDICAID PAYMENT SYSTEM BY DELAYING THE REBASE OF CERTAIN RATE COMPONENTS AND EXTENDING CERTAIN RATE ADD-ONS.

The bill was read the second time.

There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

Representatives Cody, Alexander and Hunter spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

MOTION

On motion of Representative Holy, Representatives Hope and Rodne were excused.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of House Bill No. 2042.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of House Bill No. 2042, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 88; Nays, 8; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.


Voting nay: Representatives Crouse, Holy, MacEwen, Overstreet, Parker, Scott, Shea and Taylor.

Excused: Representatives Hope and Rodne.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2042, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2044, by Representatives Hunter and Sullivan

DELAYING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FAMILY LEAVE INSURANCE PROGRAM UNTIL FUNDING AND PAYMENT OF BENEFITS ARE AUTHORIZED IN LAW.

The bill was read the second time.

There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

Representatives Hunter, Pike, Fagan and Morrell spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

Representative Angel spoke against the passage of the bill.
ROLL CALL

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of House Bill No. 2044.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of House Bill No. 2044, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 67; Nays, 29; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.


Excused: Representatives Hope and Rodne.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2044, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2045, by Representatives Hunter and Sullivan

Concerning payments to counties in lieu of taxes.

The bill was read the second time.

Representative Taylor moved the adoption of amendment (467).

On page 1, at the beginning of line 6, insert "(1)"

On page 1, after line 17, insert the following:

"(2)(a) A county legislative authority may elect to either reduce payments or excuse from payments under this section all department-owned game lands, as defined in RCW 77.12.203, on which the department has authorized an activity deemed by the county legislative authority as beneficial for the economic development of the county.

(b) The county legislative authority is the sole arbiter as to what activities qualify as suitable economic activity under this subsection. Examples of activities which a county may consider include mineral extraction, oil and gas exploration, private grazing leases, and timber harvest.

(c) A county electing to reduce or excuse payments under this subsection for game lands with economic activity may still collect full payments for all other department-owned game lands located in the county."  

On page 2, beginning on line 7, after "to" strike all material through "2015," on line 11 and insert "that amount paid on similar parcels of open space land taxable under chapter 84.34 RCW or the greater of seventy cents per acre per year or the amount paid in 1984"

On page 2, beginning on line 23, after "(3)" strike all material through "(4)" on line 25 and insert "(This section shall not apply to lands transferred after April 23, 1990, to the department from other state agencies."

Renumber the remaining subsections consecutively and correct any internal references accordingly.

On page 3, after line 17, insert the following:

"NEW SECTION. Sec. 3. The legislature finds that prior to the effective date of this section, the department of fish and wildlife was not required to make payments under RCW 77.12.203 for lands transferred to the department from other state agencies after April 23, 1990. It is the intent of section 2 of this act to repeal this provision and require payments under RCW 77.12.203 for this grouping of lands prospectively only. Nothing in this act may be interpreted to require the department of fish and wildlife to make retroactive back payments under RCW 77.12.203 for the period of time between April 23, 1990, and the effective date of this section."

Representatives Taylor and Wilcox spoke in favor of the adoption of the amendment.

Representative Hunter spoke against the adoption of the amendment.

Amendment (467) was not adopted.

There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

Representative Hunter spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

Representatives Taylor and Wilcox spoke against the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of House Bill No. 2045.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of House Bill No. 2045, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 52; Nays, 44; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.


Excused: Representatives Hope and Rodne.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2045, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

SENATE BILL NO. 5337, by Senators Pearson, Fraser, Hargrove, Nelson, Smith, Fain, Kline, Hobbs, Shin, Tom and Parlette

Modifying expiration dates affecting the department of natural resources' timber sale program.
The bill was read the second time.

There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

Representatives Blake and Chandler spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5337.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Senate Bill No. 5337, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 96; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 2.


Excused: Representatives Hope and Rodne.

SENATE BILL NO. 5337, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

THIRD READING

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 24, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate has passed SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1723 with the following amendment:

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following:

“NEW SECTION. Sec. 1. A new section is added to chapter 43.215 RCW to read as follows:

The legislature finds that the first five years of a child's life establish the foundation for educational success. The legislature also finds that children who have high quality early learning opportunities from birth through age five are more likely to succeed throughout their K-12 education and beyond. The legislature further finds that the benefits of high quality early learning experiences are particularly significant for low-income parents and children, and provide an opportunity to narrow the opportunity gap in Washington's K-12 educational system. The legislature understands that early supports for high-risk parents of young children through home visiting services show a high return on investment due to significantly improved chances of better education, health, and life outcomes for children. The legislature further recognizes that, when parents work or go to school, high quality and full-day early learning opportunities should be available and accessible for their children. In order to improve education outcomes, particularly for low-income children, the legislature is committed to expanding high quality early learning opportunities and integrating currently disparate funding streams for all birth-to-five early learning services including, working connections child care and the early childhood education and assistance program, into a single high quality continuum of learning that provides essential services to low-income families and prepares all enrolled children for success in school. The legislature therefore intends to establish the early start program to provide a continuum of high quality and accountable early learning opportunities for Washington's parents and children.

Sec. 2. RCW 28A.150.220 and 2011 1st sp.s. c 27 s 1 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) In order for students to have the opportunity to develop the basic education knowledge and skills under RCW 28A.150.210, school districts must provide instruction of sufficient quantity and quality and give students the opportunity to complete graduation requirements that are intended to prepare them for postsecondary education, gainful employment, and citizenship. The program established under this section shall be the minimum instructional program of basic education offered by school districts.

(2) Each school district shall make available to students the following minimum instructional offering each school year:

(a) For students enrolled in grades one through twelve, at least a district-wide annual average of one thousand hours, which shall be increased to at least one thousand eighty instructional hours for students enrolled in each of grades seven through twelve and at least one thousand instructional hours for students in each of grades one through six according to an implementation schedule adopted by the legislature, but not before the 2014-15 school year; and

(b) For students enrolled in kindergarten, at least four hundred fifty instructional hours, which shall be increased to at least one thousand instructional hours according to the implementation schedule under RCW 28A.150.315.

(3) The instructional program of basic education provided by each school district shall include:

(a) Instruction in the essential academic learning requirements under RCW 28A.655.070;

(b) Instruction that provides students the opportunity to complete twenty-four credits for high school graduation, subject to a phased-in implementation of the twenty-four credits as established by the legislature. Course distribution requirements may be established by the state board of education under RCW 28A.230.090;

(c) If the essential academic learning requirements include a requirement of languages other than English, the requirement may be met by students receiving instruction in one or more American Indian languages;

(d) Supplemental instruction and services for underachieving students through the learning assistance program under RCW 28A.165.005 through 28A.165.065;

(e) Supplemental instruction and services for eligible and enrolled students whose primary language is other than English through the transitional bilingual instruction program under RCW 28A.180.010 through 28A.180.080;

(f) The opportunity for an appropriate education at public expense as defined by RCW 28A.155.020 for all eligible students with disabilities as defined in RCW 28A.155.020; and

(g) Programs for highly capable students under RCW 28A.185.010 through 28A.185.030.

(4) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to require individual students to attend school for any particular number of hours per day or to take any particular courses.

(5) Each school district's kindergarten through twelfth grade basic educational program shall be accessible to all students who are five years of age, as provided by RCW 28A.225.160, and less than twenty-one years of age and shall consist of a minimum of one
hundred eighty school days per school year in such grades as are conducted by a school district, and one hundred eighty half-days of instruction, or equivalent, in kindergarten, to be increased to a minimum of one hundred eighty school days per school year according to the implementation schedule under RCW 28A.150.315. However, schools administering the Washington kindergarten inventory of developing skills may use up to three school days at the beginning of the school year to meet with parents and families as required in the parent involvement component of the inventory. In addition, effective May 1, 1979, a school district may schedule the last five school days of the one hundred and eighty day school year for noninstructional purposes in the case of students who are graduating from high school, including, but not limited to, the observance of graduation and early release from school upon the request of a student, and all such students may be claimed as a full-time equivalent student to the extent they could otherwise have been so claimed for the purposes of RCW 28A.150.250 and 28A.150.260.

(6) Nothing in this section precludes a school district from enriching the instructional program of basic education, such as offering additional instruction or providing additional services, programs, or activities that the school district determines to be appropriate for the education of the school district's students.

(7) The state board of education shall adopt rules to implement and ensure compliance with the program requirements imposed by this section, RCW 28A.150.250 and 28A.150.260, and such related supplemental program approval requirements as the state board may establish.

Sec. 3. RCW 43.215.010 and 2011 c 295 s 3 and 2011 c 78 s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.

(1) "Agency" means any person, firm, partnership, association, corporation, or facility that provides child care and early learning services outside a child's own home and includes the following irrespective of whether there is compensation to the agency:

(a) "Child day care center" means an agency that regularly provides ((child day care)) early childhood education and early learning services for a group of children for periods of less than twenty-four hours;

(b) "Early learning" includes but is not limited to programs and services for child care; state, federal, private, and nonprofit preschool; child care subsidies; child care resource and referral; parental education and support; and training and professional development for early learning professionals;

(c) "Family day care provider" means a child ((day care)) care provider who regularly provides ((child day care)) early childhood education and early learning services for more than twelve children in the provider's home in the family living quarters;

(d) "Nongovernmental private-public partnership" means an entity registered as a nonprofit corporation in Washington state with a primary focus on early learning, school readiness, and parental support, and an ability to raise a minimum of five million dollars in contributions;

(e) "Service provider" means the entity that operates a community facility.

(2) "Agency" does not include the following:

(a) Persons related to the child in the following ways:

(i) Any blood relative, including those of half-blood, and including first cousins, nephews or nieces, and persons of preceding generations as denoted by prefixes of grand, great, or great-great;

(ii) Stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother, and stepsister;

(iii) A person who legally adopts a child or the child's parent as well as the natural and other legally adopted children of such persons, and other relatives of the adoptive parents in accordance with state law; or

(iv) Spouses of any persons named in (a)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this subsection (2)((a)(i)), even after the marriage is terminated;

(b) Persons who are legal guardians of the child;

(c) Persons who care for a neighbor's or friend's child or children, with or without compensation, where the person providing care for periods of less than twenty-four hours does not conduct such activity on an ongoing, regularly scheduled basis for the purpose of engaging in business, which includes, but is not limited to, advertising such care;

(d) Parents on a mutually cooperative basis exchange care of one another's children;

(e) Nursery schools ((or kindergartens)) that are engaged primarily in ((educational work)) early childhood education with preschool children and in which no child is enrolled on a regular basis for more than four hours per day;

(f) Schools, including boarding schools, that are engaged primarily in education, operate on a definite school year schedule, follow a stated academic curriculum, accept only school-age children, and do not accept custody of children;

(g) Seasonal camps of three months' or less duration engaged primarily in recreational or educational activities;

(h) Facilities providing child care for periods of less than twenty-four hours when a parent or legal guardian of the child remains on the premises of the facility for the purpose of participating in:

(i) Activities other than employment;

(ii) Employment of up to two hours per day when the facility is operated by a nonprofit entity that also operates a licensed child care program at the same facility in another location or at another facility;

(i) ((Any agency having been in operation in this state ten years before June 8, 1967, and not seeking or accepting money or assistance from any state or federal agency, and is supported in part by an endowment or trust fund. (j) An agency)) A program operated by any unit of local, state, or federal government or an agency, located within the boundaries of a federally recognized Indian reservation, licensed by the Indian tribe;

(k) ((An agency)) (j) A program located on a federal military reservation, except where the military authorities request that such agency be subject to the licensing requirements of this chapter;

(l) ((An agency)) (k) A program that offers early learning and support services, such as parent education, and does not provide child care services on a regular basis.

(3) "Applicant" means a person who requests or seeks employment in an agency.

(4) "Conviction information" means criminal history record information relating to an incident which has led to a conviction or other disposition adverse to the applicant.

(5) "Department" means the department of early learning.

(6) "Director" means the director of the department.

(7) "Early achievers" means a program that improves the quality of early learning programs and supports and rewards providers for their participation.

(8) "Early start" means an integrated high quality continuum of early learning programs for children birth-to-five years of age. Components of early start include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a) Home visiting and parent education and support programs;

(b) The early achievers program described in RCW 43.215.100;

(c) Integrated full-day and part-day high quality early learning programs;

(d) High quality preschool for children whose family income is at or below one hundred percent of the federal poverty level.

(9) "Employer" means a person or business that engages the services of one or more people, especially for wages or salary to work in an agency.

(10) "Enforcement action" means denial, suspension, revocation, modification, or nonrenewal of a license pursuant to RCW
43.215.300(1) or assessment of civil monetary penalties pursuant to RCW 43.215.300(3).

((((49))) (11) "Negative action" means a court order, court judgment, or an adverse action taken by an agency, in any state, federal, tribal, or foreign jurisdiction, which results in a finding against the applicant reasonably related to the individual's character, suitability, and competence to care for or have unsupervised access to children in child care. This may include, but is not limited to:

(a) A decision issued by an administrative law judge;
(b) A final determination, decision, or finding made by an agency following an investigation;
(c) An adverse agency action, including termination, revocation, or denial of a license or certification, or if pending adverse agency action, the voluntary surrender of a license, certification, or contract in lieu of the adverse action;
(d) A revocation, denial, or restriction placed on any professional license; or
(e) A final decision of a disciplinary board.

((440)) (12) "Nonconviction information" means arrest, founded allegations of child abuse, or neglect pursuant to chapter 26.44 RCW, or other negative action adverse to the applicant.

(((444))) (13) "Probatory license" means a license issued as a disciplinary measure to an agency that has previously issued a full license but is out of compliance with licensing standards.

((422)) (14) "Requirement" means any rule, regulation, or standard of care to be maintained by an agency.

(15) "Washington state preschool program" means an education program for children three-to-five years of age who have not yet entered kindergarten, such as the early childhood education and assistance program.

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 4.  (1)(a) The chairs of the early learning committees of the legislature shall convene a technical working group to:

(i) Review federal and state early education funding streams;
(ii) Develop technical options for aligning eligibility requirements for child care and Washington state preschool;
(iii) Develop recommendations for an effective and responsive eligibility system;
(iv) Develop technical options for system designs that blend and braid disparate federal and state funding streams into a single program, including the option of applying for waivers from existing federal requirements; and
(v) Present findings and options in a report to the early learning committees of both houses of the legislature by December 1, 2013.

(b) At a minimum, the technical working group must be composed of financial and policy staff from the department of social and health services and the department of early learning.

(2) The technical working group shall provide monthly progress reports to the staff of the legislative early learning committees and the relevant legislative fiscal committees. The legislative staff shall share the progress reports with the chairs of the legislative committees. The chairs of the committees may provide additional guidance to the working group through legislative staff depending on the information that is shared with the chairs.

(3) This section expires December 31, 2013.

Sec. 5.  RCW 43.215.020 and 2010 c 233 s 1, 2010 c 232 s 2, and 2010 c 231 s 6 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(1) The department of early learning is created as an executive branch agency. The department is vested with all powers and duties transferred to it under this chapter and such other powers and duties as may be authorized by law.

(2) The primary duties of the department are to implement state early learning policy and to coordinate, consolidate, and integrate child care and early learning programs in order to administer programs and funding as efficiently as possible. The department's duties include, but are not limited to, the following:

(a) To support both public and private sectors toward a comprehensive and collaborative system of early learning that serves parents, children, and providers and to encourage best practices in child care and early learning programs;
(b) To make early learning resources available to parents and caregivers;
(c) To carry out activities, including providing clear and easily accessible information about quality and improving the quality of early learning opportunities for young children, in cooperation with the nongovernmental private-public partnership;
(d) To administer child care and early learning programs;
(e) To apply data already collected comparing the following factors and make biennial recommendations to the legislature regarding working connections subsidy and state-funded preschool rates and compensation models that would attract and retain high quality early learning professionals:
(i) State-funded early learning subsidy rates and market rates of licensed early learning homes and centers;
(ii) Compensation of early learning educators in licensed centers and home and early learning teachers at state higher education institutions;
(iii) State-funded preschool program compensation rates and Washington state head start program compensation rates; and
(iv) State-funded preschool program compensation to compensation in similar comprehensive programs in other states.

(f) To serve as the state lead agency for Part C of the federal individuals with disabilities education act (IDEA);

(((44))) (g) To standardize internal financial audits, oversight visits, performance benchmarks, and licensing criteria, so that programs can function in an integrated fashion;

(((44))) (h) To support the implementation of the nongovernmental private-public partnership and cooperate with that partnership in pursuing its goals including providing data and support necessary for the successful work of the partnership;

(((44))) (i) To work cooperatively and in coordination with the early learning council;

(((44))) (j) To collaborate with the K-12 school system at the state and local levels to ensure appropriate connections and smooth transitions between early learning and K-12 programs;

(((44))) (k) To develop and adopt rules for administration of the program of early learning established in RCW 43.215.141;

(((44))) (l) To develop a comprehensive birth-to-three plan to provide education and support through a continuum of options including, but not limited to, services such as: Home visiting; quality incentives for infant and toddler child care subsidies; quality improvements for family home and center-based child care programs serving infants and toddlers; professional development; early literacy programs; and informal supports for family, friend, and neighbor caregivers; and

(((44))) (m) Upon the development of an early learning information system, to make available to parents timely inspection and licensing action information and provider comments through the internet and other means.

(3) When additional funds are appropriated for the specific purpose of home visiting and parent and caregiver support, the department must reserve at least eighty percent for home visiting services to be deposited into the home visiting services account and up to twenty percent of the new funds for other parent or caregiver support.

(4) Home visiting services must include programs that serve families involved in the child welfare system.

(5) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this specific purpose, the legislature shall fund the expansion in the Washington state preschool program pursuant to RCW 43.215.142 in fiscal year 2014.

(6) The department's programs shall be designed in a way that
respects and preserves the ability of parents and legal guardians to
direct the education, development, and upbringing of their children,
and that recognizes and honors cultural and linguistic diversity. The
department shall include parents and legal guardians in the
development of policies and program decisions affecting their
children.

Sec. 6. RCW 43.215.100 and 2007 c 394 s 4 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this specific
purpose, the department, in collaboration with community and
statewide partners, shall implement a voluntary quality rating and
improvement system, called the early achieves program, that is
applicable to licensed or certified child care centers and homes and
early education programs.

(2) The purpose of the (voluntary quality rating and improvement
system) early achieves program is: (a) To give parents clear and
easily accessible information about the quality of child care and early
education programs, support improvement in early learning programs
throughout the state, increase the readiness of children for school, and
close the diversity in access to quality care; and (b) to establish a
common set of expectations and standards that define, measure, and
improve the quality of early learning settings.

(3) Participation in the early achieves program is voluntary for
licensed or certified child care centers and homes.

(4) By fiscal year 2015, Washington state preschool programs
receiving state funds must enroll in the early achieves program and
maintain a minimum score level.

(5) Before final implementation of the (voluntary quality rating
and improvement system) early achieves program, the department
shall report on program progress, as defined within the race to the top
federal grant award, and expenditures to the appropriate policy and
fiscal committees of the legislature. Nothing in this section changes
the department’s responsibility to collectively bargain over mandatory
subjects.

Sec. 7. RCW 43.215.430 and 1994 c 166 s 8 are each amended to read as follows:
The department shall review applications from public or private
nonsectarian organizations for state funding of early childhood
education and assistance programs (and award funds as determined
by department rules and based on)). The department shall consider
local community needs (and), demonstrated capacity (and provide
services), and the need to support a mixed delivery system of early
learning that includes alternative models for delivery including licensed
centers and licensed family child care providers when
reviewing applications.

Sec. 8. RCW 43.215.545 and 2006 c 265 s 204 are each amended to read as follows:
The department of early learning shall:
(1) Work in conjunction with the statewide child care resource
and referral network as well as local governments, nonprofit
organizations, businesses, and community child care advocates to
create local child care resource and referral organizations. These
organizations may carry out needs assessments, resource development,
provider training, technical assistance, and parent information and training;

(2) Actively seek public and private money for distribution as
grants to the statewide child care resource and referral network and to
existing or potential local child care resource and referral
organizations;

(3) Adopt rules regarding the application for and distribution of
grants to local child care resource and referral organizations. The
rules shall, at a minimum, require an applicant to submit a plan for
achieving the following objectives:

(a) Provide parents with information about child care resources,
including location of services and subsidies;

(b) Carry out child care provider recruitment and training
programs, including training under RCW 74.25.040;

(c) Offer support services, such as parent and provider seminars,
toy-lending libraries, and substitute banks;

(d) Provide information for businesses regarding child care
supply and demand;

(e) Advocate for increased public and private sector resources
devoted to child care;

(f) Provide technical assistance to employers regarding employee
care services; and

(g) Serve recipients of temporary assistance for needy families
and working parents with incomes at or below household incomes of
(60%) two hundred (% of the federal poverty line;

(4) Provide staff support and technical assistance to the statewide
child care resource and referral network and local child care resource
and referral organizations;

(5) Maintain a statewide child care licensing data bank and work
with department licensees to provide information to local child care
resource and referral organizations about licensed child care providers
in the state;

(6) Through the statewide child care resource and referral
network and local resource and referral organizations, compile data
about local child care needs and availability for future planning and
development;

(7) Coordinate with the statewide child care resource and referral
network and local child care resource and referral organizations for
the provision of training and technical assistance to child care
providers; (and)

(8) Collect and assemble information regarding the availability of
insurance and of federal and other child care funding to assist state
and local agencies, businesses, and other child care providers in
offering child care services;

(9) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, beginning September 1, 2013, increase the base rate
for all child care providers by ten percent;

(10) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this
specific purpose, provide tiered subsidy rate enhancements to child
care providers if the provider meets the following requirements:

(a) The provider enrolls in quality rating and improvement system
levels 2, 3, 4, or 5;

(b) The provider is actively participating in the early achieves
program;

(c) The provider continues to advance towards level 5 of the early
achieves program;

(d) The provider must complete level 2 within thirty months or the
redemption rate returns the level 1 rate; and

(11) Require exempt providers to participate in continuing
education, if adequate funding is available.

Sec. 9. RCW 43.215.135 and 2012 c 253 s 5 and 2012 c 251 s 1
are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(1) The department shall establish and implement policies in the
working connections child care program to promote stability and
quality of care for children from low-income households. Policies for
the expenditure of funds constituting the working connections child
care program must be consistent with the outcome measures defined
in RCW 74.08A.410 and the standards established in this section
intended to promote continuity of care for children.

(2) Beginning in fiscal year 2013, authorizations for the working
connections child care subsidy shall be effective for twelve months
unless a change in circumstances necessitates reauthorization sooner
than twelve months. The twelve-month certification applies only if
the enrollments in the child care subsidy or working connections child
 care program are capped.

(3) Subject to the availability of amounts appropriated for this specific
purpose, beginning September 1, 2013, working connections child
The Senate refuses to concur in the House amendment to SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1821 and advanced the bill as amended by the Senate to final passage.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1821, as amended by the Senate, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 98; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1723, as amended by the Senate, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 22, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate refuses to concur in the House amendment to ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5221 and asks the House to recede therefrom, and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

HOUSE AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL

On page 4, beginning on line 10, after "(Y)" strike all material through "service" on line 14 and insert "Until June 30, 2015, where a parent who has been court ordered to complete services necessary for the child's safe return home files a declaration under penalty of perjury stating the parent's financial inability to pay for the same court-ordered services, and also declares the department was unwilling or unable to pay for the same services necessary for the child's safe return home" and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

SENATE AMENDMENT TO HOUSE BILL

There being no objection, the House concurred in the Senate amendment to SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1821 and advanced the bill as amended by the Senate to final passage.

FINAL PASSAGE OF HOUSE BILL AS SENATE AMENDED

Representatives Freeman and Walsh spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1821, as amended by the Senate.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1723, as amended by the Senate, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 63; Nays, 35; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1723, as amended by the Senate, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 24, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate has passed SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1821 with the following amendment:

On page 4, line 7, after "(IV)" strike "Where" and insert "Until June 30, 2015, where"
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5221, as amended by the House: Concerning the abuse of vulnerable adults.

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.

(1) "Abandonment" means action or inaction that leaves the vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health care.

(2) "Abuse" means the willful action or inaction that inflicts injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation, or punishment on a vulnerable adult. In instances of abuse of a vulnerable adult who is unable to express or demonstrate physical harm, pain, or mental anguish, the abuse is presumed to cause physical harm, pain, or mental anguish. Abuse includes sexual abuse, mental abuse, physical abuse, and exploitation of a vulnerable adult, which have the following meanings:

(a) "Sexual abuse" means any form of nonconsensual sexual contact, including but not limited to unwanted or inappropriate touching, rape, sodomy, sexual coercion, sexually explicit photographing, and sexual harassment. Sexual abuse includes any sexual contact between a staff person and a vulnerable adult that leaves the vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health care.

(b) "Abandonment" means action or inaction by a person or entity with a duty of care for a vulnerable adult that leaves the vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health care.

(c) "Sexual abuse" means any form of nonconsensual sexual contact, including but not limited to unwanted or inappropriate touching, rape, sodomy, sexual coercion, sexually explicit photographing, and sexual harassment. Sexual abuse includes any sexual contact between a staff person and a vulnerable adult that leaves the vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health care.
receiving service from a program authorized under chapter 71A.12 RCW, whether or not it is consensual.

(b) "Physical abuse" means the willful action of inflicting bodily injury or physical mistreatment. Physical abuse includes, but is not limited to, striking with or without an object, slapping, pinching, choking, kicking, shoving, prodding, or the use of chemical restraints or physical restraints unless the restraints are consistent with licensing requirements, and includes restraints that are otherwise being used inappropriately.

(c) "Mental abuse" means any willful action or inaction of mental or verbal abuse. Mental abuse includes, but is not limited to, coercion, harassment, inappropriately isolating a vulnerable adult from family, friends, or regular activity, and verbal assault that includes ridiculing, intimidating, yelling, or swearing.

(d) "Exploitation" means an act of forcing, compelling, or exerting undue influence over a vulnerable adult causing the vulnerable adult to act in a way that is inconsistent with relevant past behavior, or causing the vulnerable adult to perform services for the benefit of another.

(3) "Consent" means express written consent granted after the vulnerable adult or his or her legal representative has been fully informed of the nature of the services to be offered and that the receipt of services is voluntary.

(4) "Department" means the department of social and health services.

(5) "Facility" means a residence licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW, assisted living facilities; chapter 18.51 RCW, nursing homes; chapter 70.128 RCW, adult family homes; chapter 72.36 RCW, soldiers' homes; or chapter 71A.20 RCW, residential habilitation centers; or any other facility licensed or certified by the department.

(6) Financial exploitation means the illegal or improper use, control over, or withholding of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult by any person or entity for any person's or entity's profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advantage. "Financial exploitation" includes, but is not limited to:

(a) The use of deception, intimidation, or undue influence by a person or entity in a position of trust and confidence with a vulnerable adult to obtain or use the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the vulnerable adult;

(b) The breach of a fiduciary duty, including, but not limited to, the misuse of a power of attorney, trust, or a guardianship appointment, that results in the unauthorized appropriation, sale, or transfer of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the vulnerable adult;

(c) Obtaining or using a vulnerable adult's property, income, resources, or trust funds without lawful authority, by a person or entity who knows or clearly should know that the vulnerable adult lacks the capacity to consent to the release or use of his or her property, income, resources, or trust funds.

(7) "Financial institution" has the same meaning as in RCW 30.22.040 and 30.22.041. For purposes of this chapter only, "financial institution" also means a "broker-dealer" or "investment adviser" as defined in RCW 21.20.005.

(8) "Incapacitated person" means a person who is at a significant risk of personal or financial harm under RCW 11.88.010(1) (a), (b), (c), or (d).

(9) "Individual provider" means a person under contract with the department to provide services in the home under chapter 74.09 or 74.39A RCW.

(10) "Interested person" means a person who demonstrates to the court's satisfaction that the person is interested in the welfare of the vulnerable adult, that the person has a good faith belief that the court's intervention is necessary, and that the vulnerable adult is unable, due to incapacity, undue influence, or duress at the time the petition is filed, to protect his or her own interests.

(11) "Mandated reporter" is an employee of the department; law enforcement officer; social worker; professional school personnel; individual provider; an employee of a facility; an operator of a facility; an employee of a social service, welfare, mental health, adult day health, adult day care, home health, home care, or hospice agency; county coroner or medical examiner; Christian Science practitioner; or health care provider subject to chapter 18.130 RCW.

(12) "Neglect" means (a) a pattern of conduct or inaction by a person or entity with a duty of care that fails to provide the goods and services that maintain physical or mental health of a vulnerable adult, or that fails to avoid or prevent physical or mental harm or pain to a vulnerable adult; or (b) an act or omission by a person or entity with a duty of care that demonstrates a serious disregard of consequences of such a magnitude as to constitute a clear and present danger to the vulnerable adult's health, welfare, or safety, including but not limited to conduct prohibited under RCW 9A.42.100.

(13) "Permissive reporter" means any person, including, but not limited to, an employee of a financial institution, attorney, or volunteer in a facility or program providing services for vulnerable adults.

(14) "Protective services" means any services provided by the department to a vulnerable adult with the consent of the vulnerable adult, or the legal representative of the vulnerable adult, who has been abandoned, abused, financially exploited, neglected, or in a state of self-neglect. These services may include, but are not limited to case management, social casework, home care, placement, arranging for medical evaluations, psychological evaluations, day care, or referral for legal assistance.

(15) "Self-neglect" means the failure of a vulnerable adult, not living in a facility, to provide for himself or herself the goods and services necessary for the vulnerable adult's physical or mental health, and the absence of which impairs or threatens the vulnerable adult's well-being. This definition may include a vulnerable adult who is receiving services through home health, hospice, or a home care agency, or an individual provider when the neglect is not a result of inaction by that agency or individual provider.

(16) "Social worker" means:

(a) A social worker as defined in RCW 18.320.010(2); or

(b) Anyone engaged in a professional capacity during the regular course of employment in encouraging or promoting the health, welfare, support, or education of vulnerable adults, or providing social services to vulnerable adults, whether in an individual capacity or as an employee or agent of any public or private organization or institution.

(17) "Vulnerable adult" includes a person:

(a) Sixty years of age or older who has the functional, mental, or physical inability to care for himself or herself; or

(b) Found incapacitated under chapter 11.88 RCW; or

(c) Who has a developmental disability as defined under RCW 71A.10.020; or

(d) Admitted to any facility; or

(e) Receiving services from home health, hospice, or home care agencies licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW; or

(f) Receiving services from an individual provider; or

(g) Who self-directs his or her own care and receives services from a personal aide under chapter 74.39 RCW.

Sec. 2. RCW 74.34.035 and 2010 c 133 s 4 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) When there is reasonable cause to believe that abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, or neglect of a vulnerable adult has occurred, mandated reporters shall immediately report to the department.
(2) When there is reason to suspect that sexual assault has occurred, mandated reporters shall immediately report to the appropriate law enforcement agency and to the department.

(3) When there is reason to suspect that physical assault has occurred or there is reasonable cause to believe that an act has caused fear of imminent harm:

(a) Mandated reporters shall immediately report to the department; and

(b) Mandated reporters shall immediately report to the appropriate law enforcement agency, except as provided in subsection (4) of this section.

(4) A mandated reporter is not required to report to a law enforcement agency, unless requested by the injured vulnerable adult or his or her legal representative or family member, an incident of physical assault between vulnerable adults that causes minor bodily injury and does not require more than basic first aid, unless:

(a) The injury appears on the back, face, head, neck, chest, breasts, groin, inner thigh, buttocks, genital, or anal area;

(b) There is a fracture;

(c) There is a pattern of physical assault between the same vulnerable adults or involving the same vulnerable adults; or

(d) There is an attempt to choke a vulnerable adult.

(5) When there is reason to suspect that the death of a vulnerable adult was caused by abuse, neglect, or abandonment by another person, mandated reporters shall, pursuant to RCW 68.50.020, report the death to the medical examiner or coroner having jurisdiction, as well as the department and local law enforcement, in the most expeditious manner possible. A mandated reporter is not relieved from the reporting requirement provisions of this subsection by the existence of a previously signed death certificate. If abuse, neglect, or abandonment caused or contributed to the death of a vulnerable adult, the death is a death caused by unnatural or unlawful means, and the body shall be the jurisdiction of the coroner or medical examiner pursuant to RCW 68.50.010.

(6) Permissive reporters may report to the department or a law enforcement agency when there is reasonable cause to believe that a vulnerable adult is being or has been abandoned, abused, financially exploited, or neglected.

(7) No facility, as defined by this chapter, agency licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW, or facility or agency under contract with the department to provide care for vulnerable adults may develop policies or procedures that interfere with the reporting requirements of this chapter.

(8) Each report, oral or written, must contain as much as possible of the following information:

(a) The name and address of the person making the report;

(b) The name and address of the vulnerable adult and the name of the facility or agency providing care for the vulnerable adult;

(c) The name and address of the legal guardian or alternate decision maker;

(d) The nature and extent of the abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, neglect, or self-neglect;

(e) Any history of previous abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, neglect, or self-neglect;

(f) The identity of the alleged perpetrator, if known; and

(g) Other information that may be helpful in establishing the extent of abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, neglect, or the cause of death of the deceased vulnerable adult.

(9) Unless there is a judicial proceeding or the person consents, the identity of the person making the report under this section is confidential.

(10) In conducting an investigation of abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, self-neglect, or neglect, the department or law enforcement, upon request, must have access to all relevant records related to the vulnerable adult that are in the possession of mandated reporters and their employees, unless otherwise prohibited by law.
section limits the department's jurisdiction and, as amended by the House, having to be paid in full, 


SENATE BILL NO. 5510, as amended by the House, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

THIRD READING
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
April 24, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate refuses to concur in the House amendment to SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5705 and asks the House to recede therefrom, and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

HOUSE AMENDMENT
TO SENATE BILL

There being no objection, the House receded from its amendment. The rules were suspended and SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5705 was returned to second reading for the purpose of amendment.

There being no objection, the House reverted to the sixth order of business.

SECOND READING

SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5705, by Senate Committee on Governmental Operations (originally sponsored by Senators Brown, King and Hatfield)

Concerning amounts received by taxing districts from property tax refunds and abatements.

The bill was read the second time.

Representative Carlyle moved the adoption of amendment (484).

On page 2, after line 3, insert the following:

"NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. The legislature finds that it is difficult for many property owners to pay property taxes under the current system where past due property tax payments must be paid in full, including penalties and interest. The legislature further finds that providing counties and property owners some flexibility in structuring past due property tax payments may provide some relief for property owners with delinquent tax payments."

Sec. 3. RCW 84.56.020 and 2010 c 200 s 1 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) The county treasurer must be the receiver and collector of all taxes extended upon the tax rolls of the county, whether levied for state, county, school, bridge, road, municipal or other purposes, and also of all fines, forfeitures or penalties received by any person or officer for the use of his or her county. No treasurer may accept tax payments or issue receipts for the same until the treasurer has completed the tax roll for the current year's collection and provided notification of the completion of the roll. Notification may be accomplished electronically, by posting a notice in the office, or through other written communication as determined by the treasurer. All taxes upon real and personal property made payable by the provisions of this title are due and payable to the treasurer on or before the thirtieth day of April and, except as provided in this section, shall be delinquent after that date.

(2) Each tax statement must include a notice that checks for payment of taxes may be made payable to "Treasurer of . . . . . .
County" or other appropriate office, but tax statements may not include any suggestion that checks may be made payable to the name of the individual holding the office of treasurer nor any other individual.

(3) When the total amount of tax or special assessments on personal property or on any lot, block or tract of real property payable by one person is fifty dollars or more, and if one-half of such tax be paid on or before the thirtieth day of April, the remainder of such tax is due and payable on or before the thirty-first day of October following and shall be delinquent after that date.

(4) When the total amount of tax or special assessments on any lot, block or tract of real property or on any mobile home payable by one person is fifty dollars or more, and if one-half of such tax be paid after the thirtieth day of April but before the thirty-first day of October, together with the applicable interest and penalty on the full amount of tax payable for that year, the remainder of such tax is due and payable on or before the thirty-first day of October following and is delinquent after that date.

(5) Except as provided in (c) of this subsection, delinquent taxes under this section are subject to interest at the rate of twelve percent per annum computed on a monthly basis on the full year amount of tax unpaid from the date of delinquency until paid. Interest must be calculated at the rate in effect at the time of payment of the tax, regardless of when the taxes were first delinquent. In addition, delinquent taxes under this section are subject to penalties as follows:

(a) A penalty of three percent of the full year amount of tax unpaid is assessed on the tax delinquent on June 1st of the year in which the tax is due.

(b) An additional penalty of eight percent is assessed on the amount of tax delinquent on December 1st of the year in which the tax is due.

(c) If a taxpayer is successfully participating in a payment agreement under subsection (11)(b) of this section, the county treasurer may not assess additional penalties on delinquent taxes that are included within the payment agreement. Interest and penalties that have been assessed prior to the payment agreement remain due and payable as provided in the payment agreement.

(6)(a) When real property taxes become delinquent and prior to the filing of the certificate of delinquency, the treasurer is authorized to assess and collect tax foreclosure avoidance costs.

(b) For the purposes of this section, "tax foreclosure avoidance costs" means those costs that can be identified specifically with the administration of properties subject to and prior to foreclosure. Tax foreclosure avoidance costs include:

(i) Compensation of employees for the time devoted and identified specifically to administering the avoidance of property foreclosure;

(ii) The cost of materials, services, or equipment acquired, consumed, or expended specifically for the purpose of administering tax foreclosure avoidance prior to the filing of a certificate of delinquency.

(c) When tax foreclosure avoidance costs are collected, the tax foreclosure avoidance costs must be credited to the county treasurer service fund account, except as otherwise directed.

(d) For purposes of chapter 84.64 RCW, any taxes, interest, or penalties deemed delinquent under this section remain delinquent until such time as all taxes, interest, and penalties for the tax year in which the taxes were first due and payable have been paid in full.

(7) Subsection (5) of this section notwithstanding, no interest or penalties may be assessed during any period of armed conflict on delinquent taxes imposed on the personal residences owned by active duty military personnel who are participating as part of one of the branches of the military involved in the conflict and assigned to a duty station outside the territorial boundaries of the United States.

(8) During a state of emergency declared under RCW 43.06.010(12), the county treasurer, on his or her own motion or at the request of any taxpayer affected by the emergency, may grant extensions of the due date of any taxes payable under this section as the treasurer deems proper.

(9) For purposes of this chapter, "interest" means both interest and penalties.

(10) All collections of interest on delinquent taxes must be credited to the county current expense fund; but the cost of foreclosure and sale of real property, and the fees and costs of distraint and sale of personal property, for delinquent taxes, must, when collected, be credited to the operation and maintenance fund of the county treasurer prosecuting the foreclosure or distraint or sale; and must be used by the county treasurer as a revolving fund to defray the cost of further foreclosure, distraint and sale for delinquent taxes without regard to budget limitations.

(a) When real property taxes become delinquent and prior to the sending of an electronic or alternative bill, which timely. The payment agreement must be signed by the taxpayer and provides for (may include prepayment collection charges. The payment agreement must be signed by the taxpayer and treasurer prior to the sending of an electronic or alternative bill) provides for payment of current year taxes, inclusive of prepayment collection charges. The treasurer may provide, by electronic means or otherwise, a payment agreement for payment of past due delinquencies, which must also require current year taxes to be paid timely. The payment agreement must be signed by the taxpayer and treasurer prior to the sending of an electronic or alternative bill, which includes a payment plan for current year taxes.

(b) All taxes upon real and personal property made payable by the provisions of this title are due and payable to the treasurer on or before the thirty-first day of April and are delinquent after that date. The remainder of the tax is due and payable on or before the thirty-first day of October following and is delinquent after that date.

(c) A county treasurer may authorize payment of past due property taxes, penalties, and interest under this chapter by electronic funds transfer payments on a monthly basis. Delinquent taxes are subject to interest and penalties, as provided in subsection (5) of this section.

(d) The treasurer may pay any collection costs, investment earnings, or both on past due payments or prepayments to the credit of a county treasurer service fund account to be created and used only for the payment of expenses incurred by the treasurer, without limitation, in administering the system for collecting prepayments.

For purposes of this section unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the following definitions apply:

(a) "Electronic bill presentment and payment" means statements, invoices, or bills that are created, delivered, and paid using the internet. The term includes an automatic electronic payment from a person's checking account, debit account, or credit card.

(b) "Internet" has the same meaning as provided in RCW 19.270.010.

Sec. 4. RCW 84.56.070 and 2009 c 350 s 2 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) The county treasurer (shall) must proceed to collect all personal property taxes after first completing the tax roll for the current year's collection.

(2) The treasurer (shall) must give notice by mail to all persons charged with personal property taxes, and if such taxes are not paid before they become delinquent, the treasurer (shall forthwith proceed to collect the same) must commence delinquent collection efforts. A delinquent collection charge for costs incurred by the treasurer may be added to the account.

(3) In the event that the treasurer is unable to collect the taxes when due under this section, the treasurer must prepare papers in distress, which shall contain a description of the personal property, the amount of taxes, the amount of the accrued interest at the rate provided by law from the date of delinquency, and the name of the owner or reputed owner.

(a) The treasurer (shall) must without demand or notice detain sufficient goods and chattels belonging to the person charged with such taxes to pay the same, with interest at the rate provided by law from the date of delinquency, together with all accruing costs, and (shall) must proceed to advertise the same by posting written notices in three public places in the county in which such property has been distrained, one of which places (shall) must be at the county courthouse, such notice to state the time when and place where such property will be sold.

(b) The county treasurer, or the treasurer's deputy, (shall) must tax the same fees for making the distress and sale of goods and chattels for the payment of taxes as are allowed by law to sheriffs for making levy and sale of property on execution; traveling fees to be computed from the county seat of the county to the place of making distress.

(c) If the taxes for which such property is distrained, and the interest and costs accruing thereon, are not paid before the date appointed for such sale, which (shall be) may not be less than ten days after the taking of such property, such treasurer or treasurer's designee (shall) must proceed to sell such property at public auction, or so much thereof as (shall be) is sufficient to purchase such taxes, with interest and costs, and if there be any excess of money arising from the sale of any personal property, the treasurer (shall) must pay such excess less any cost of the auction to the owner of the property so sold or to his or her legal representative. (Provided, That whenever it shall become).

(d) If necessary to distrain any standing timber owned separately from the ownership of the land upon which the same may stand, or any fish trap, pound net, reef net, set net, or drag seine fishing location, or any other personal property as the treasurer (shall) determines to be incapable or reasonably impracticable of manual delivery, if (shall be) is deemed to have been distrained and taken into possession when the treasurer (shall have) has, at least thirty days before the date fixed for the sale thereof, filed with the auditor of the county wherein such property is located a notice in writing reciting that the treasurer has distrained such property, describing it, giving the name of the owner or reputed owner, the amount of the tax due, with interest, and the time and place of sale(a). A copy of the notice (shall) must also be sent to the owner or reputed owner at his or her last known address, by registered letter at least thirty days prior to the date of sale(AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That).

(e) If the county treasurer has reasonable grounds to believe that any personal property, including mobile homes, manufactured homes, or park model trailers, upon which taxes have been levied, but not paid, is about to be removed from the county where the same has been assessed, or is about to be destroyed, sold, or disposed of, the county treasurer may demand such taxes, without the notice provided for in this section, and if necessary may (forthwith) distrain sufficient goods and chattels to pay the same."

Correct the title.

Representatives Carlyle and Nealey spoke in favor of the adoption of the amendment.

Amendment (484) was adopted.

There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill, as amended by the House, was passed on final passage.

Representatives Tharinger and Nealey spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5705, as amended by the House.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Substitute Senate Bill No. 5705, as amended by the House, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 98; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5705, as amended by the House, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

THIRD READING

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT

April 23, 2013
Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5666
Includes “New Item”: YES

Mr. Speaker:

We of your Conference Committee, to whom was referred ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5666, concerning disclosure of information by health care quality improvement programs, quality assurance programs, and peer review committees, have had the same under consideration and we recommend that:

All previous amendments not be adopted and that the attached striking amendment be adopted.

and that the bill do pass as recommended by the Conference Committee.

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following:

“Sec. 1. RCW 7.71.030 and 2012 c 165 s 1 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) If the limitation on damages under RCW 7.71.020 and P.L. 99-660 Sec. 411(a)(1) does not apply, this section shall provide the exclusive (remedy) remedies in any lawsuit by a health care provider for any action taken by a professional peer review body of health care providers as defined in RCW 7.70.020((.1) that is found to be based on matters not related to the competence or professional conduct of a health care provider)).

(2) ((Actions)) Remedies shall be limited to appropriate injunctive relief, and damages shall be allowed only for lost earnings directly attributable to the action taken by the professional peer review body, incurred between the date of such action and the date the action is functionally reversed by the professional peer review body.

(3) Reasonable attorneys' fees and costs shall be awarded if approved by the court under RCW 7.71.035.

(4) The statute of limitations for actions under this section shall be one year from the date of the action of the professional peer review body.

Sec. 2. RCW 70.41.200 and 2007 c 273 s 22 and 2007 c 261 s 3 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(1) Every hospital shall maintain a coordinated quality improvement program for the improvement of the quality of health care services rendered to patients and the identification and prevention of medical malpractice. The program shall include at least the following:

(a) The establishment of ((a)) one or more quality improvement committees with the responsibility to review the services rendered in the hospital, both retrospectively and prospectively, in order to improve the quality of medical care of patients and to prevent medical malpractice. ((b)) Different quality improvement committees may be established as a part of a quality improvement program to review different health care services. Such committees shall oversee and coordinate the quality improvement and medical malpractice prevention program and shall ensure that information gathered pursuant to the program is used to review and to revise hospital policies and procedures;

(b) A process, including a medical staff privileges sanction procedure which must be conducted substantially in accordance with medical staff bylaws and applicable rules, regulations, or policies of the medical staff through which credentials, physical and mental capacity, professional conduct, and competence in delivering health care services are periodically reviewed as part of an evaluation of staff privileges;

(c) ((b))) A process for the periodic review of the credentials, physical and mental capacity, professional conduct, and competence in delivering health care services of all (persons) other health care providers who are employed or associated with the hospital;

(d) A procedure for the prompt resolution of grievances by patients or their representatives related to accidents, injuries, treatment, and other events that may result in claims of medical malpractice;

(e) The maintenance and continuous collection of information concerning the hospital's experience with negative health care outcomes and incidents injurious to patients including health care-associated infections as defined in RCW 43.70.056, patient grievances, professional liability premiums, settlements, awards, costs incurred by the hospital for patient injury prevention, and safety improvement activities;

(f) The maintenance of relevant and appropriate information gathered pursuant to (a) through (e) of this subsection concerning individual physicians within the physician's personnel or credential file maintained by the hospital;

(g) Education programs dealing with quality improvement, patient safety, medication errors, injury prevention, infection control, staff responsibility to report professional misconduct, the legal aspects of patient care, improved communication with patients, and causes of malpractice claims for staff personnel engaged in patient care activities; and

(h) Policies to ensure compliance with the reporting requirements of this section.

(2) Any person who, in substantial good faith, provides information to further the purposes of the quality improvement and medical malpractice prevention program or who, in substantial good faith, participates on the quality improvement committee shall not be subject to an action for civil damages or other relief as a result of such activity. Any person or entity participating in a coordinated quality improvement program that, in substantial good faith, shares information or documents with one or more other programs, committees, or boards under subsection (8) of this section is not subject to an action for civil damages or other relief as a result of the activity. For the purposes of this section, sharing information is presumed to be in substantial good faith. However, the presumption may be rebutted upon a showing of clear, cogent, and convincing evidence that the information shared was knowingly false or deliberately misleading.

(3) Information and documents, including complaints and incident reports, created specifically for, and collected and maintained by, a quality improvement committee are not subject to review or disclosure, except as provided in this section, or discovery or introduction into evidence in any civil action, and no person who was in attendance at a meeting of such committee or who participated in the creation, collection, or maintenance of information or documents specifically for the committee shall be permitted or required to testify in any civil action as to the content of such proceedings or the documents and information prepared specifically for the committee. This subsection does not preclude: (a) In any civil action, the discovery of the identity of persons involved in the medical care that is the basis of the civil action whose involvement was independent of any quality improvement activity; (b) in any civil action, the testimony of any person concerning the facts which form the basis for the institution of such proceedings of which the person had personal knowledge acquired independently of such proceedings; (c) in any civil action by a health care provider regarding the restriction or revocation of that individual's clinical or staff privileges, introduction into evidence information collected and maintained by quality improvement committees regarding such health care provider; (d) in any civil action, disclosure of the fact that staff privileges were terminated or restricted, including the specific restrictions imposed, if any and the reasons for the restrictions; or (e) in any civil action, discovery and introduction into evidence of the patient's medical records required by regulation of the department of health to be made regarding the care and treatment received.

(4) Each quality improvement committee shall, on at least a semiannual basis, report to the governing board of the hospital in which the committee is located. The report shall review the quality improvement activities conducted by the committee, and any actions taken as a result of those activities.

(5) The department of health shall adopt such rules as are deemed appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this section.

(6) The medical quality assurance commission or the board of osteopathic medicine and surgery, as appropriate, may review and audit the records of committee decisions in which a physician's privileges are terminated or restricted. Each hospital shall produce and make accessible to the commission or board the appropriate records and otherwise facilitate the review and audit. Information so gained shall not be subject to the discovery process and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section. Failure of a hospital to comply with this subsection is punishable by a civil penalty not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars.

(7) The department, the joint commission on accreditation of health care organizations, and any other accrediting organization may review and audit the records of a quality improvement committee or
peer review committee in connection with their inspection and review of hospitals. Information so obtained shall not be subject to the discovery process, and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section. Each hospital shall produce and make accessible to the department the appropriate records and otherwise facilitate the review and audit.

(8) A coordinated quality improvement program may share information and documents, including complaints and incident reports, created specifically for, and collected and maintained by, a quality improvement committee or a peer review committee under RCW 42.25.0 with one or more other coordinated quality improvement programs maintained in accordance with this section or RCW 43.70.510, a coordinated quality improvement committee maintained by an ambulatory surgical facility under RCW 70.230.070, a quality assurance committee maintained in accordance with RCW 18.20.390 or 74.42.640, or a peer review committee under RCW 42.25.0 for the improvement of the quality of health care services rendered to patients and the identification and prevention of medical malpractice. The privacy protections of chapter 70.02 RCW and the federal health insurance portability and accountability act of 1996 and its implementing regulations apply to the sharing of individually identifiable patient information held by a coordinated quality improvement program. Any rules necessary to implement this section shall meet the requirements of applicable federal and state privacy laws. Information and documents disclosed by one coordinated quality improvement program to another coordinated quality improvement program or a peer review committee under RCW 42.25.0 and any information and documents created or maintained as a result of the sharing of information and documents shall not be subject to the discovery process and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section, RCW 18.20.390 (6) and (8), 74.42.640 (7) and (9), and 4.25.0.

(9) A hospital that operates a nursing home as defined in RCW 18.51.010 may conduct quality improvement activities for both the hospital and the nursing home through a quality improvement program. Any rules necessary to implement this section shall meet the requirements of applicable federal and state privacy laws. Information and documents disclosed by one coordinated quality improvement program to another coordinated quality improvement program or a peer review committee under RCW 42.25.0 and any information and documents created or maintained as a result of the sharing of information and documents shall not be subject to the discovery process and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section, RCW 18.20.390 (6) and (8), 74.42.640 (7) and (9), and 4.25.0. 42.25.0.

Sec. 3. RCW 70.41.230 and 1994 sp.s c 9 s 744 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) Prior to granting or renewing clinical privileges or association of any physician or hiring a physician, a hospital or facility approved pursuant to this chapter shall request from the physician and the physician shall provide the following information:

(a) The name of any hospital or facility with or at which the physician had or has any association, employment, privileges, or practice during the prior five years: PROVIDED, That the hospital or facility may request additional information going back further than five years, and the physician shall use his or her best efforts to comply with such a request for additional information;

(b) ([If such association, employment, privilege, or practice was discontinued, the reasons for its discontinuation]) Whether the physician has ever been or is in the process of being denied, revoked, terminated, suspended, restricted, reduced, limited, sanctioned, placed on probation, monitored, or not renewed for any professional activity listed in (b)(i) through (x) of this subsection, or has ever voluntarily or involuntarily relinquished, withdrawn, or failed to proceed with an application for any professional activity listed in (b)(i) through (x) of this subsection in order to avoid an adverse action or to preclude an investigation or while under investigation relating to professional competence or conduct:

(i) License to practice any profession in any jurisdiction;

(ii) Other professional registration or certification in any jurisdiction;

(iii) Specialty or subspecialty board certification;

(iv) Membership on any hospital medical staff;

(v) Clinical privileges at any facility, including hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers, or skilled nursing facilities;

(vi) Medicare, medicaid, the food and drug administration, the national institute of health (office of human research protection), governmental, national, or international regulatory agency, or any public program;

(vii) Professional society membership or fellowship;

(viii) Participation or membership in a health maintenance organization, preferred provider organization, independent practice association, physician-hospital organization, or other entity;

(ix) Academic appointment;

(x) Authority to prescribe controlled substances (drug enforcement agency or other authority);

(c) Any pending professional medical misconduct proceedings or any pending medical malpractice actions in this state or another state, the substance of the allegations in the proceedings or actions, and any additional information concerning the proceedings or actions as the physician deems appropriate;

(d) The substance of the findings in the actions or proceedings and any additional information concerning the actions or proceedings as the physician deems appropriate;

(e) A waiver by the physician of any confidentiality provisions concerning the information required to be provided to hospitals pursuant to this subsection; and

(f) A verification by the physician that the information provided by the physician is accurate and complete.

(2) Prior to granting privileges or association to any physician or hiring a physician, a hospital or facility approved pursuant to this chapter shall request from any hospital with or at which the physician had or has privileges, was associated, or was employed, during the preceding five years, the following information concerning the physician:

(a) Any pending professional medical misconduct proceedings or any pending medical malpractice actions, in this state or another state;

(b) Any judgment or settlement of a medical malpractice action and any finding of professional misconduct in this state or another state by a licensing or disciplinary board; and

(c) Any information required to be reported by hospitals pursuant to RCW 18.71.0195.

(3) The medical quality assurance commission shall be advised within thirty days of the name of any physician denied staff privileges, association, or employment on the basis of adverse findings under subsection (1) of this section.

(4) A hospital or facility that receives a request for information from another hospital or facility pursuant to subsections (1) and (2) of this section shall provide such information concerning the physician in question to the extent such information is known to the hospital or facility receiving such a request, including the reasons for suspension, termination, or curtailment of employment or privileges at the hospital or facility. A hospital, facility, or other person providing such information in good faith is not liable in any civil action for the release of such information.

(5) Information and documents, including complaints and incident reports, created specifically for, and collected, and maintained by a quality improvement committee are not subject to discovery or introduction into evidence in any civil action, and no person who was in attendance at a meeting of such committee or who participated in the creation, collection, or maintenance of information or documents specifically for the committee shall be permitted or required to testify in any civil action as to the content of such proceedings or the documents and information prepared specifically for the committee. This subsection does not preclude: (a) In any civil action, the discovery of the identity of persons involved in the medical care that is the basis of the civil action whose involvement was independent of any quality improvement activity; (b) In any civil action, the discovery of the identity of persons involved in the medical care that is the basis of the civil action whose involvement was independent of any quality improvement activity;
action, the testimony of any person concerning the facts which form
the basis for the institution of such proceedings of which the person
had personal knowledge acquired independently of such proceedings;
(c) in any civil action by a health care provider regarding the
restriction or revocation of that individual's clinical or staff privileges,
introduction into evidence information collected and maintained by
quality improvement committees regarding such health care provider;
(d) in any civil action, disclosure of the fact that staff privileges were
terminated or restricted, including the specific restrictions imposed, if
any and the reasons for the restrictions; or (e) in any civil action,
discovery and introduction into evidence of the patient's medical
records required by regulation of the department of health to be made
regarding the care and treatment received.

(6) Hospitals shall be granted access to information held by the
medical quality assurance commission and the board of osteopathic
medicine and surgery pertinent to decisions of the hospital regarding
credentialing and recredentialing of practitioners.

(7) Violation of this section shall not be considered negligence per se.

Sec. 4. RCW 70.230.080 and 2007 c 273 s 9 are each amended
to read as follows:

(1) Every ambulatory surgical facility shall maintain a
coordinated quality improvement program for the improvement of
the quality of health care services rendered to patients and the
identification and prevention of medical malpractice. The program
shall include at least the following:

(a) The establishment of ((a)) one or more quality improvement
committees with the responsibility to review the services rendered in
the ambulatory surgical facility, both retrospectively and
prospectively, in order to improve the quality of medical care of
patients and to prevent medical malpractice. ((The)) Different quality
improvement committees may be established as a part of the quality
improvement program to review different health care services. Such
committees shall oversee and coordinate the quality improvement and
medical malpractice prevention program and shall ensure that
information gathered pursuant to the program is used to review and to
revise the policies and procedures of the ambulatory surgical facility;

(b) A process, including a medical staff privileges sanction
procedure which must be conducted substantially in accordance with
medical staff bylaws and applicable rules, regulations, or policies of
the medical staff through which credentials, physical and mental
capacity, professional conduct, and competence in delivering health
care services are periodically reviewed as part of an evaluation of
staff privileges;

(c) The periodic review of the credentials, physical and mental
capacity, and competence in delivering health care services of all
persons who are employed or associated with the ambulatory surgical
facility;

(d) A procedure for the prompt resolution of grievances by
patients or their representatives related to accidents, injuries,
treatment, and other events that may result in claims of medical
malpractice;

(e) The maintenance and continuous collection of information
concerning the ambulatory surgical facility's experience with negative
health care outcomes and incidents injurious to patients, patient
grievances, professional liability premiums, settlements, awards, costs
incurred by the ambulatory surgical facility for patient injury
prevention, and safety improvement activities;

(f) The maintenance of relevant and appropriate information
gathered pursuant to (a) through (e) of this subsection concerning
individual practitioners within the practitioner's personnel or
credentialed file maintained by the ambulatory surgical facility;

(g) Education programs dealing with quality improvement,
patient safety, medication errors, injury prevention, staff
responsibility to report professional misconduct, the legal aspects of
patient care, improved communication with patients, and causes of
malpractice claims for staff personnel engaged in patient care
activities; and

(h) Policies to ensure compliance with the reporting requirements
of this section.

(2) Any person who, in substantial good faith, provides
information to further the purposes of the quality improvement and
medical malpractice prevention program or who, in substantial good
faith, participates on the quality improvement committee is not
subject to an action for civil damages or other relief as a result of such
activity. Any person or entity participating in a coordinated quality
improvement program that, in substantial good faith, shares
information or documents with one or more other programs,
committees, or boards under subsection (8) of this section is not
subject to an action for civil damages or other relief as a result of the
activity. For the purposes of this section, sharing information is
presumed to be in substantial good faith. However, the presumption
may be rebutted upon a showing of clear, cogent, and convincing
evidence that the information shared was knowingly false or
deliberately misleading.

(3) Information and documents, including complaints and
incident reports, created specifically for, and collected and maintained
by, a quality improvement committee are not subject to review or
introduction into evidence in any civil action, and no person who was
in attendance at a meeting of such committee or who participated in
the creation, collection, or maintenance of information or documents
specifically for the committee shall be permitted or required to testify
in any civil action as to the content of such proceedings or the
documents and information prepared specifically for the committee.
This subsection does not preclude: (a) In any civil action, the
discovery of the identity of persons involved in the medical care that
is the basis of the civil action whose involvement was independent of
any quality improvement activity; (b) in any civil action, the
testimony of any person concerning the facts which form the basis for
the institution of such proceedings of which the person had personal
knowledge acquired independently of such proceedings; (c) in any
civil action by a health care provider regarding the restriction or
revocation of that individual's clinical or staff privileges, introduction
into evidence of information collected and maintained by quality
improvement committees regarding such health care provider; (d) in
any civil action, disclosure of the fact that staff privileges were
terminated or restricted, including the specific restrictions imposed, if
any, and the reasons for the restrictions; or (e) in any civil action,
discovery and introduction into evidence of the patient's medical
records required by rule of the department to be made regarding the
care and treatment received.

(4) Each quality improvement committee shall, on at least a
semiannual basis, report to the management of the ambulatory
surgical facility, as identified in the facility's application, in which the
committee is located. The report shall review the quality
improvement activities conducted by the committee, and any actions
taken as a result of those activities.

(5) The department shall adopt such rules as are deemed
appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this section.

(6) The medical quality assurance commission, the board of
osteopathic medicine and surgery, or the podiatric medical board, as
appropriate, may review and audit the records of committee decisions
in which a practitioner's privileges are terminated or restricted. Each
ambulatory surgical facility shall produce and make accessible to the
commission or board the appropriate records and otherwise facilitate
the review and audit. Information so gained is not subject to the
discovery process and confidentiality shall be respected as required
by subsection (3) of this section. Failure of an ambulatory surgical
facility to comply with this subsection is punishable by a civil penalty
not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars.
(7) The department and any accrediting organization may review and audit the records of a quality improvement committee or peer review committee in connection with their inspection and review of the ambulatory surgical facility. Information so obtained is not subject to the discovery process, and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section. Each ambulatory surgical facility shall produce and make accessible to the department the appropriate records and otherwise facilitate the review and audit.

(8) A coordinated quality improvement program may share information and documents, including complaints and incident reports, created specifically for, and collected and maintained by, a quality improvement committee or a peer review committee under RCW 4.24.250 with one or more other coordinated quality improvement programs maintained in accordance with this section or RCW 43.70.510 or 70.41.200, a quality assurance committee maintained in accordance with RCW 18.20.390 or 74.42.640, or a peer review committee under RCW 4.24.250, for the improvement of the quality of health care services rendered to patients and the identification and prevention of medical malpractice. The privacy protections of chapter 70.02 RCW and the federal health insurance portability and accountability act of 1996 and its implementing regulations apply to the sharing of individually identifiable patient information held by a coordinated quality improvement program. Any rules necessary to implement this section shall meet the requirements of applicable federal and state privacy laws. Information and documents disclosed by one coordinated quality improvement program to another coordinated quality improvement program or a peer review committee under RCW 4.24.250 and any information and documents created or maintained as a result of the sharing of information and documents are not subject to the discovery process and confidentiality shall be respected as required by subsection (3) of this section, RCW 18.20.390 (6) and (8), 70.41.200(3), 74.42.640 (7) and (9), and 4.24.250.

(9) An ambulatory surgical facility that participates in a coordinated quality improvement program under RCW 43.70.510 shall be deemed to have met the requirements of this section.

(10) Violation of this section shall not be considered negligence per se.

Sec. 5. RCW 70.230.140 and 2007 c 273 s 15 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) Prior to granting or renewing clinical privileges or association of any practitioner or hiring a practitioner, an ambulatory surgical facility approved pursuant to this chapter shall request from the practitioner and the practitioner shall provide the following information:

(a) The name of any hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, or other facility with or at which the practitioner had or has any association, employment, privileges, or practice during the prior five years: PROVIDED, That the ambulatory surgical facility may request additional information going back further than five years, and the physician shall use his or her best efforts to comply with such a request for additional information:

(b) (If such association, employment, privilege, or practice was discontinued, the reasons for its discontinuation) Whether the physician has ever been or is in the process of being denied, revoked, terminated, suspended, restricted, reduced, limited, sanctioned, placed on probation, monitored, or not renewed for any professional activity listed in (b)(i) through (x) of this subsection, or has ever voluntarily or involuntarily relinquished, withdrawn, or failed to proceed with an application for any professional activity listed in (b)(i) through (x) of this subsection in order to avoid an adverse action or to preclude an investigation or while under investigation relating to professional competence or conduct:

(i) License to practice any profession in any jurisdiction;

(ii) Other professional registration or certification in any jurisdiction;

(iii) Specialty or subspecialty board certification;

(iv) Membership on any hospital medical staff;

(v) Clinical privileges at any facility, including hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers, or skilled nursing facilities;

(vi) Medicare, medicaid, the food and drug administration, the national institute of health (office of human research protection), governmental, national, or international regulatory agency, or any public program;

(vii) Professional society membership or fellowship;

(viii) Participation or membership in a health maintenance organization, preferred provider organization, independent practice association, physician-hospital organization, or other entity;

(ix) Academic appointment;

(x) Authority to prescribe controlled substances (drug enforcement agency or other authority);

(c) Any pending professional medical misconduct proceedings or any pending medical malpractice actions in this state or another state, the substance of the allegations in the proceedings or actions, and any additional information concerning the proceedings or actions as the practitioner deems appropriate;

(d) The substance of the findings in the actions or proceedings and any additional information concerning the actions or proceedings as the practitioner deems appropriate;

(e) A waiver by the practitioner of any confidentiality provisions concerning the information required to be provided to ambulatory surgical facilities pursuant to this subsection; and

(f) A verification by the practitioner that the information provided by the practitioner is accurate and complete.

(2) Prior to granting privileges or association to any practitioner or hiring a practitioner, an ambulatory surgical facility approved under this chapter shall request from any hospital or ambulatory surgical facility with or at which the practitioner had or has privileges, was associated, or was employed, during the preceding five years, the following information concerning the practitioner:

(a) Any pending professional medical misconduct proceedings or any pending medical malpractice actions, in this state or another state;

(b) Any judgment or settlement of a medical malpractice action and any finding of professional misconduct in this state or another state by a licensing or disciplinary board; and

(c) Any information required to be reported by hospitals or ambulatory surgical facilities pursuant to RCW 18.130.070.

(3) The medical quality assurance commission, board of osteopathic medicine and surgery, pediatric medical board, or dental quality assurance commission, as appropriate, shall be advised within thirty days of the name of any practitioner denied staff privileges, association, or employment on the basis of adverse findings under subsection (1) of this section.

(4) A hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, or other facility that receives a request for information from another hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, or other facility pursuant to subsections (1) and (2) of this section shall provide such information concerning the physician in question to the extent such information is known to the hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, or other facility receiving such a request, including the reasons for suspension, termination, or curtailment of employment or privileges at the hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, or facility. A hospital, ambulatory surgical facility, other facility, or other person providing such information in good faith is not liable in any civil action for the release of such information.

(5) Information and documents, including complaints and incident reports, created specifically for, and collected and maintained by, a quality improvement committee are not subject to discovery or introduction into evidence in any civil action, and no person who was in attendance at a meeting of such committee or who participated in the creation, collection, or maintenance of information or documents specifically for the committee shall be permitted or required to testify in any civil action as to the content of such proceedings or the
documents and information prepared specifically for the committee. This subsection does not preclude: (a) In any civil action, the discovery of the identity of persons involved in the medical care that is the basis of the civil action whose involvement was independent of any quality improvement activity; (b) in any civil action, the testimony of any person concerning the facts which form the basis for the institution of such proceedings of which the person had personal knowledge acquired independently of such proceedings; (c) in any civil action by a health care provider regarding the restriction or revocation of that individual's clinical or staff privileges, introduction into evidence information collected and maintained by quality improvement committees regarding such health care provider; (d) in any civil action, disclosure of the fact that staff privileges were terminated or restricted, including the specific restrictions imposed, if any, and the reasons for the restrictions; or (e) in any civil action, discovery and introduction into evidence of the patient's medical records required by rule of the department to be made regarding the care and treatment received.

(6) Ambulatory surgical facilities shall be granted access to information held by the medical quality assurance commission, board of osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medical board pertinent to decisions of the ambulatory surgical facility regarding credentialing and recredentialing of practitioners.

(7) Violation of this section shall not be considered negligence per se."

On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "Relating to" strike the remainder of the title and insert "health care quality improvement measures, including professional peer review; amending RCW 7.71.030, 70.41.230, 70.230.080, and 70.230.140; and reenacting and amending RCW 70.41.200."

Senators Dammeier, Becker and Frocket
Representatives Jinkins, Pedersen and Rodne

There being no objection, the House adopted the conference committee report on ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5666 and advanced the bill as recommended by the conference committee to final passage.

**FINAL PASSAGE OF HOUSE BILL AS RECOMMENDED BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE**

Representatives Pedersen and Rodne spoke in favor of the passage of the bill, as recommended by the conference committee.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5666, as recommended by the conference committee.

**ROLL CALL**

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed Senate Bill No. 5666, as recommended by the conference committee, and the bill passed the House by the following votes:

Yea, 98; Nays, 0; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5666, as recommended by the conference committee, having received the constitutional majority, was declared passed.

**MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE**

April 22, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate refuses to concur in the House amendment to ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5607 and asks the House to recede therefrom, and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

**HOUSE AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL**

There being no objection, the House insisted on its position in its amendment to ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5607 and asked the Senate to concur therein.

There being no objection, the House reverted to the sixth order of business.

**SECOND READING**

ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5193, by Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Smith, Roach, Honeyford and Delvin)

Concerning large wild carnivore conflict management. Revised for 2nd Substitute: Concerning large wild carnivore conflict management. (REVISED FOR ENGROSSED: Concerning gray wolf conflict management.)

The bill was read the second time.

Representative Kretz moved the adoption of amendment (478).

On page 1, beginning on line 6, strike all of section 1

Renumber the remaining sections consecutively, correct any internal references accordingly, and correct the title.

Beginning on page 6, line 8, strike all of sections 7, 8, and 9 and insert the following:

"Sec. 7. RCW 46.17.210 and 2011 c 171 s 57 are each amended to read as follows:

In addition to all fees and taxes required to be paid upon application for a vehicle registration under chapter 46.16A RCW, the holder of a personalized license plate shall pay an initial fee of ($52) fifty-two dollars and ($40) forty dollars for each renewal. The personalized license plate fee must be distributed as provided in RCW 46.68.435.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 8. Section 7 of this act applies only to vehicle registrations that are due or become due on or after October 1, 2013.

Correct the title.

Representatives Kretz, Blake and Wilcox spoke in favor of the adoption of the amendment.

Amendment (478) was adopted.
There being no objection, the rules were suspended, the second reading considered the third and the bill was placed on final passage.

Representatives Blake and Kretz spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5193, as amended by the House.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5193, as amended by the House, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 96; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


Voting nay: Representatives Overstreet and Taylor.

ENGROSSED SECOND SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5193, as amended by the House, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

RECONSIDERATION

There being no objection, the House immediately reconsidered the vote by which SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1723 passed the House.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Second Substitute House Bill No. 1723, on reconsideration.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Second Substitute House Bill No. 1723, on reconsideration, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 63; Nays, 35; Absent, 0; Excused, 0.


SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1723 on reconsideration, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 25, 2013

MR. SPEAKER:

The President has signed:

ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 5053
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5287
SENATE BILL NO. 5337
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5449
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5551
ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5577
SUBSTITUTE SENATE BILL NO. 5601
SENATE BILL NO. 5810
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL NO. 8001

and the same are herewith transmitted.

Hunter G. Goodman, Secretary

THIRD READING

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 24, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate has passed SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1130 with the following amendment:

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following:

"Sec. 1. RCW 46.55.120 and 2009 c 387 s 3 are each amended to read as follows:

(a) Vehicles or other items of personal property registered or titled with the department that are impounded by registered tow truck operators pursuant to RCW 46.55.080, 46.55.085, 46.55.113, or 9A.88.140 may be redeemed only (under the circumstances) by the following persons or entities:

(i) Only

(ii) The vehicle's insurer or a vendor working on behalf of the vehicle's insurer;

(iii) A person authorized in writing by the registered owner of the vehicle;

(iv) The vehicle's insurer or a vendor working on behalf of the vehicle's insurer;

(v) A third-party insurer that has a duty to repair or replace the vehicle, has obtained consent from the registered owner or the owner's agent to move the vehicle, and has documented that consent in the insurer's claim file, or a vendor working on behalf of a third-party insurer that has received such consent; provided, however, that at all times the registered owner must be granted access to and may reclaim possession of the vehicle. For the purposes of this subsection, "owner's agent" means the legal owner of the vehicle, a driver in possession of the vehicle with the registered owner's permission, or an adult member of the registered owner's family;

(vi) A person who is determined and verified by the operator to have the permission of the registered owner of the vehicle or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department;

(vii) A person who has purchased a vehicle or item of personal property registered or titled with the department."
signs a receipt therefor, (e) may redeem an impounded vehicle or items of personal property registered or titled with the department).

(b) In addition, a vehicle impounded because the operator is in violation of RCW 46.20.342(1)(c) shall not be released until a person eligible to redeem it under (a) of this subsection (((4))) satisfies the requirements of (((4))) (f) of this subsection, including paying all towing, removal, and storage fees, notwithstanding the fact that the hold was ordered by a government agency. If the department's records show that the operator has been convicted of a violation of RCW 46.20.342 or a similar local ordinance within the past five years, the vehicle may be held for up to thirty days at the written direction of the agency ordering the vehicle impounded. A vehicle impounded because the operator is arrested for a violation of RCW 46.20.342 may be released only pursuant to a written order from the agency that ordered the vehicle impounded or from the court having jurisdiction. An agency shall issue a written order to release pursuant to a provision of an applicable state agency rule or local ordinance authorizing release on the basis of the following:

(i) Economic or personal hardship to the spouse of the operator, taking into consideration public safety factors, including the operator's criminal history and driving record; or

(ii) The owner of the vehicle was not the driver, the owner did not know that the driver's license was suspended or revoked, and the owner has not received a prior release under this subsection or RCW 46.55.113(3).

In order to avoid discriminatory application, other than for the reasons for release set forth in (((4))) (b)(i) and (ii) of this subsection, an agency shall, under a provision of an applicable state agency rule or local ordinance, deny release in all other circumstances without discretion.

If a vehicle is impounded because the operator is in violation of RCW 46.20.342(1) (a) or (b), the vehicle may be held for up to thirty days at the written direction of the agency ordering the vehicle impounded. However, if the department's records show that the operator has been convicted of a violation of RCW 46.20.342(1) (a) or (b) or a similar local ordinance within the past five years, the vehicle may be held at the written direction of the agency ordering the vehicle impounded for up to sixty days, and for up to ninety days if the operator has two or more such prior offenses. If a vehicle is impounded because the operator is arrested for a violation of RCW 46.20.342, the vehicle may not be released until a person eligible to redeem it under (a) of this subsection (((4))) satisfies the requirements of (((4))) (f) of this subsection, including paying all towing, removal, and storage fees, notwithstanding the fact that the hold was ordered by a government agency.

(((4))) (c) If the vehicle is directed to be held for a suspended license impound, a person who desires to redeem the vehicle at the end of the period of impound shall within five days of the impound at the request of the tow truck operator pay a security deposit to the tow truck operator of not more than one-half of the applicable impound storage rate for each day of the proposed suspended license impound. The tow truck operator shall credit this amount against the final bill for removal, towing, and storage upon redemption. The tow truck operator may accept other sufficient security in lieu of the security deposit. If the person desiring to redeem the vehicle does not pay the security deposit or provide other security acceptable to the tow truck operator, the tow truck operator may process and sell at auction the vehicle or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department.

(((4))) (d) Notwithstanding (((4))) (c) of this subsection, a rental car business may immediately redeem a rental vehicle it owns by payment of the costs of removal, towing, and storage, whereupon the vehicle will not be held for a suspended license impound.

(((4))) (e) Notwithstanding (((4))) (c) of this subsection, a motor vehicle dealer or lender with a perfected security interest in the vehicle may redeem or lawfully repossess a vehicle immediately by payment of the costs of removal, towing, and storage, whereupon the vehicle will not be held for a suspended license impound. A motor vehicle dealer or lender with a perfected security interest in the vehicle may not knowingly and intentionally engage in collusion with a registered owner to repossess and then return or resell a vehicle to the registered owner in an attempt to avoid a suspended license impound. However, this provision does not preclude a vehicle dealer or a lender with a perfected security interest in the vehicle from repossessing the vehicle and then selling, leasing, or otherwise disposing of it in accordance with chapter 62A.9A RCW, including providing redemption rights to the debtor under RCW 62A.9A.623. If the debtor is the registered owner of the vehicle, the debtor's right to redeem the vehicle under chapter 62A.9A RCW is conditioned upon the debtor obtaining and providing proof from the impounding agency or a court in releasing a vehicle held under a suspended license impound, have been paid, and proof of the payment must be tendered to the vehicle dealer or lender at the time the debtor tenders all other obligations required to redeem the vehicle. Vehicle dealers or lenders are not liable for damages if they rely in good faith on an order from the impounding agency or a court in releasing a vehicle held under a suspended license impound.

(((4))) (f) The vehicle or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department shall be released upon the presentation to any person having custody of the vehicle of commercially reasonable tender sufficient to cover the costs of towing, storage, or other services rendered during the course of towing, removing, impounding, or storing any such vehicle, with credit being given for the amount of any security deposit paid under (((4))) (c) of this subsection. In addition, if a vehicle is impounded because the operator was arrested for a violation of RCW 46.20.342 or 46.20.345 and was being operated by the registered owner when it was impounded under local ordinance or agency rule, it must not be released to any person until the registered owner establishes with the agency that ordered the vehicle impounded or the court having jurisdiction that any penalties, fines, or forfeitures owed by him or her have been satisfied. Registered tow truck operators are not liable for damages if they rely in good faith on an order from the impounding agency or a court in releasing a vehicle held under a suspended license impound. Commercially reasonable tender shall include, without limitation, cash, major bank credit cards issued by financial institutions, or personal checks drawn on Washington state branches of financial institutions if accompanied by two pieces of valid identification, one of which may be required by the operator to have a photograph. If the towing firm cannot determine through the customer's bank or a check verification service that the presented check would be paid by the bank or guaranteed by the service, the towing firm may refuse to accept the check. Any person who stops payment on a personal check or credit card, or does not make restitution within ten days from the date a check becomes insufficient due to lack of funds, to a towing firm that has provided a service pursuant to this section or in any other manner defrauds the towing firm in connection with services rendered pursuant to this section shall be liable for damages in the amount of twice the towing and storage fees, plus costs and reasonable attorney's fees.

(2)(a) The registered tow truck operator shall give to each person who seeks to redeem an impounded vehicle, or item of personal property registered or titled with the department, written notice of the right of redemption and opportunity for a hearing, which notice shall be accompanied by a form to be used for requesting a hearing, the name of the person or agency authorizing the impound, and a copy of
the towing and storage invoice. The registered tow truck operator shall maintain a record evidenced by the redeeming person's signature that such notification was provided.

(b) Any person seeking to redeem an impounded vehicle under this section has a right to a hearing in the district or municipal court for the jurisdiction in which the vehicle was impounded to contest the validity of the impoundment or the amount of towing and storage charges. The district court has jurisdiction to determine the issues involving all impoundments including those authorized by the state or its agents. The municipal court has jurisdiction to determine the issues involving impoundments authorized by agents of the municipality. Any request for a hearing shall be in writing on the form provided for that purpose and must be received by the appropriate court within ten days of the date the opportunity was provided for in subsection (2)(a) of this subsection and more than five days before the date of the auction. At the time of the filing of the hearing request, the petitioner shall pay to the court clerk a filing fee in the same amount required for the filing of a suit in district court. If the hearing request is not received by the court within the ten-day period, the right to a hearing is waived and the registered owner is liable for any towing, storage, or other impoundment charges permitted under this chapter. Upon receipt of a timely hearing request, the court shall proceed to hear and determine the validity of the impoundment.

(3)(a) The court, within five days after the request for a hearing, shall notify the registered tow truck operator, the person requesting the hearing if not the owner, the registered and legal owners of the vehicle or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department, and the person or agency authorizing the impound in writing of the hearing date and time.

(b) At the hearing, the person or persons requesting the hearing may produce any relevant evidence to show that the impoundment, towing, or storage fees charged were not proper. The court may consider a written report made under oath by the officer who authorized the impoundment in lieu of the officer's personal appearance at the hearing.

(c) At the conclusion of the hearing, the court shall determine whether the impoundment was proper, whether the towing or storage fees charged were in compliance with the posted rates, and who is responsible for payment of the fees. The court may not adjust fees or charges that are in compliance with the posted or contracted rates.

(d) If the impoundment is found proper, the impoundment, towing, and storage fees as permitted under this chapter together with court costs shall be assessed against the person or persons requesting the hearing, unless the operator did not have a signed and valid impoundment authorization from a private property owner or an authorized agent.

(e) If the impoundment is determined to be in violation of this chapter, then the registered and legal owners of the vehicle or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department shall bear no impoundment, towing, or storage fees, and any security shall be returned or discharged as appropriate, and the person or agency who authorized the impoundment shall be liable for any towing, storage, or other impoundment fees permitted under this chapter. The court shall enter judgment in favor of the registered tow truck operator against the person or agency authorizing the impound for the impoundment, towing, and storage fees paid. In addition, the court shall enter judgment in favor of the registered and legal owners of the vehicle, or other item of personal property registered or titled with the department, for the amount of the filing fee required by law for the impound hearing petition as well as reasonable damages for loss of the use of the vehicle during the time the same was impounded against the person or agency authorizing the impound. However, if an impoundment arising from an alleged violation of RCW 46.20.342 or 46.20.345 is determined to be in violation of this chapter, then the law enforcement officer directing the impoundment and the government employing the officer are not liable for damages if the officer relied in good faith and without gross negligence on the records of the department in ascertaining that the operator of the vehicle had a suspended or revoked driver's license. If any judgment entered is not paid within fifteen days of notice in writing of its entry, the court shall award reasonable attorneys' fees and costs against the defendant in any action to enforce the judgment. Notice of entry of judgment may be made by registered or certified mail, and proof of mailing may be made by affidavit of the party mailing the notice. Notice of the entry of the judgment shall read essentially as follows:

TO: . . .

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED JUDGMENT was entered against you in the . . . . . . Court located at . . . . . . in the sum of $ . . . . . . in an action entitled . . . . . . Case No. . . . . . . YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that attorneys fees and costs will be awarded against you under RCW . . . . if the judgment is not paid within 15 days of the date of this notice.

DATED this . . . . . ., (year) . . .

Signature .............
Typed name
of party mailing notice

(4) Any impounded abandoned vehicle or item of personal property registered or titled with the department that is not redeemed within fifteen days of mailing of the notice of custody and sale as required by RCW 46.55.110(3) shall be sold at public auction in accordance with all the provisions and subject to all the conditions of RCW 46.55.130. A vehicle or item of personal property registered or titled with the department may be redeemed at any time before the start of the auction upon payment of the applicable towing and storage fees.

On page 1, line 1 of the title, after "vehicles;" strike the remainder of the title and insert "and amending RCW 46.55.120."

and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

SENATE AMENDMENT TO HOUSE BILL

There being no objection, the House concurred in the Senate amendment to SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1130 and advanced the bill as amended by the Senate to final passage.

FINAL PASSAGE OF HOUSE BILL
AS SENATE AMENDED

Representatives Kirby and Parker spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.
The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1130, as amended by the Senate.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Substitute House Bill No. 1130, as amended by the Senate, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 95; Nays, 2; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.


Voting nay: Representatives Pollet and Ryu.

Excused: Representative DeBolt.

SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1130, as amended by the Senate, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

April 24, 2013

Mr. Speaker:

The Senate has passed ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1552 with the following amendment:

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following:

"Sec. 1. RCW 9A.48.100 and 1984 c 273 s 4 are each amended to read as follows:

For the purposes of RCW 9A.48.070 through 9A.48.090 inclusive:

(1) "Physical damage", in addition to its ordinary meaning, shall include the total or partial alteration, damage, obliteration, or erasure of records, information, data, computer programs, or their computer representations, which are recorded for use in computers or the impairment, interruption, or interference with the use of such records, information, data, or computer programs, or the impairment, interruption, or interference with the use of any computer or services provided by computers. "Physical damage" also includes any diminution in the value of any property as the consequence of an act and the cost to repair any physical damage;

(2) If more than one item of property is physically damaged as a result of a common scheme or plan by a person and the physical damage to the property would, when considered separately, constitute mischief in the third degree because of value, then the value of the damages may be aggregated in one count. If the sum of the value of all the physical damages exceeds two hundred fifty dollars, the defendant may be charged with and convicted of malicious mischief in the second degree.

Sec. 2. RCW 9A.56.030 and 2012 c 233 s 2 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) A person is guilty of theft in the first degree if he or she commits theft of:

(a) Property or services which exceed(s) five thousand dollars in value other than a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010;

(b) Property of any value, other than a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010 or a motor vehicle, taken from the person of another;

(c) A search and rescue dog, as defined in RCW 9.91.175, while the search and rescue dog is on duty; or

(d) Commercial metal ("wire, taken from a public service company, as defined in RCW 9.04.010, or a consumer-owned utility, as defined in RCW 19.10.020") property, nonferrous metal property, or private metal property, as those terms are defined in RCW 19.290.010, and the costs of the damage to the ((public service company’s) or consumer-owned utility’s) owner’s property exceed five thousand dollars in value.

(2) Theft in the first degree is a class B felony.

Sec. 3. RCW 9A.56.040 and 2012 c 233 s 3 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) A person is guilty of theft in the second degree if he or she commits theft of:

(a) Property or services which exceed(s) seven hundred fifty dollars in value but does not exceed five thousand dollars in value, other than a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41.010 or a motor vehicle;

(b) A public record, writing, or instrument kept, filed, or deposited according to law with or in the keeping of any public office or public servant;

(c) Commercial metal (("wire, taken from a public service company, as defined in RCW 9.04.010, or a consumer-owned utility, as defined in RCW 19.10.020") property, nonferrous metal property, or private metal property, as those terms are defined in RCW 19.290.010, and the costs of the damage to the ((public service company’s) or consumer-owned utility’s) owner’s property exceed seven hundred fifty dollars but does not exceed five thousand dollars in value; or

(d) An access device.

(2) Theft in the second degree is a class C felony.

Sec. 4. RCW 19.290.010 and 2008 c 233 s 1 are each amended to read as follows:

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise.

(1) "Commercial account" means a relationship between a scrap metal business and a commercial enterprise that is ongoing and properly documented under RCW 19.290.030.

(2) "Commercial enterprise" means a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, association, state agency, political subdivision of the state, public corporation, or any other legal or commercial entity.

(3) "Commercial metal property" means: Utility access covers; street light poles and fixtures; road and bridge guardrails; highway or street signs; water meter covers; traffic directional and control signs; traffic light signals; any metal property marked with the name of a commercial enterprise, including but not limited to a telephone, commercial mobile radio services, cable, electric, water, natural gas, or other utility, or railroad; unused or undamaged building construction materials consisting of copper pipe, tubing, or wiring, or aluminum wire, siding, downspouts, or gutters; aluminum or stainless steel fence panels made from one inch tubing, forty-two inches high with four-inch gaps; aluminum decking, bleachers, or risers; historical markers; statue plaques; grave markers and funeral vases; or agricultural irrigation wheels, sprinkler heads, and pipes.

(4) "Nonferrous metal property" means metal property for which the value of the metal property is derived from the property's content of copper, brass, aluminum, bronze, lead, zinc, nickel, and their alloys. "Nonferrous metal property" does not include precious metals.

(5) "Precious metals" means gold, silver, and platinum.
(6) "Private metal property" means catalytic converters, either singly or in bundles, bales, or bulk, that have been removed from vehicles for sale as a specific commodity.

(7) "Record" means a paper, electronic, or other method of storing information.

(8) "Scrap metal business" means a scrap metal supplier, scrap metal ((recycling center)) recycler, and scrap metal processor.

(9) "Scrap metal processor" means a person with a current business license that conducts business from a permanent location, that is engaged in the business of purchasing or receiving private metal property, nonferrous metal property, and commercial metal property for the purpose of altering the metal in preparation for its use as feedstock in the manufacture of new products, and that maintains a hydraulic bailer, shearing device, or shredding device for recycling.

(10) "Scrap metal ((recycling center)) recycler" means a person with a current business license that is engaged in the business of purchasing or receiving private metal property, nonferrous metal property, and commercial metal property for the purpose of aggregation and sale to another scrap metal business and that maintains a fixed place of business within the state.

(11) "Scrap metal supplier" means a person with a current business license that is engaged in the business of purchasing or receiving private metal property or nonferrous metal property for the purpose of aggregation and sale to a scrap metal ((recycling center)) recycler or scrap metal processor and that does not maintain a fixed business location in the state.

(12) "Transaction" means a pledge, or the purchase of, or the trade of any item of private metal property or nonferrous metal property by a scrap metal business from a member of the general public. "Transaction" does not include donations or the purchase or receipt of private metal property or nonferrous metal property by a scrap metal business from a commercial enterprise, from another scrap metal business, or from a duly authorized employee or agent of the commercial enterprise or scrap metal business.

(13) "Engage in business" means conducting more than twelve transactions in a twelve-month period.

(14) "Person" means an individual, domestic or foreign corporation, limited liability corporation, partnership, trust, unincorporated association, or other entity; an affiliate or associate of any such person; or any two or more persons acting as a partnership, syndicate, or other group for the purpose of acquiring, holding, or dispersing of securities of a domestic or foreign corporation.

Sec. 5. RCW 19.290.020 and 2008 c 233 s 2 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) At the time of a transaction, every scrap metal business doing business in this state shall produce wherever that business is conducted an accurate and legible record of each transaction involving private metal property or nonferrous metal property. This record must be written in the English language, documented on a standardized form or in electronic form, and contain the following information:

(a) The signature of the person with whom the transaction is made;
(b) The time, date, location, and value of the transaction;
(c) The name of the employee representing the scrap metal business in the transaction;
(d) The name, street address, and telephone number of the person with whom the transaction is made;
(e) The license plate number and state of issuance of the license plate on the motor vehicle used to deliver the private metal property or nonferrous metal property subject to the transaction;
(f) A description of the motor vehicle used to deliver the private metal property or nonferrous metal property subject to the transaction;
(g) The current driver's license number or other government-issued picture identification card number of the seller or a copy of the seller's government-issued picture identification card; and
(h) A description of the predominant types of private metal property or nonferrous metal property subject to the transaction, (including the property's classification code as provided in) utilizing the institute of scrap recycling industries' (scrap specifications circular, 2006) generally accepted terminology, and including weight, quantity, or volume.

(2) For every transaction that involves private metal property or nonferrous metal property, every scrap metal business doing business in the state shall require the person with whom a transaction is being made to sign a declaration. The declaration may be included as part of the transactional record required under subsection (1) of this section, or on a receipt for the transaction. The declaration must state substantially the following:

1. the undersigned, affirm under penalty of law that the property that is subject to this transaction is not to the best of my knowledge stolen property.

The declaration must be signed and dated by the person with whom the transaction is being made. An employee of the scrap metal business must witness the signing and dating of the declaration and sign the declaration accordingly before any transaction may be consummated.

(3) The record and declaration required under this section must be open to the inspection of any commissioned law enforcement officer of the state or any of its political subdivisions at all times during the ordinary hours of business, or at reasonable times if ordinary hours of business are not kept, and must be maintained wherever that business is conducted for (one) five years following the date of the transaction.

Sec. 6. RCW 19.290.030 and 2008 c 233 s 3 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) No scrap metal business may enter into a transaction to purchase or receive private metal property or nonferrous metal property from any person who cannot produce at least one piece of current government-issued picture identification, including a valid driver's license or identification card issued by any state.

(2) No scrap metal business may purchase or receive private metal property or commercial metal property unless the seller: (a) Has a commercial account with the scrap metal business; (b) can prove ownership of the property by producing written documentation that the seller is the owner of the property; or (c) can produce written documentation that the seller is an employee or agent authorized to sell the property on behalf of a commercial enterprise.

(3) No scrap metal business may enter into a transaction to purchase or receive metallic wire that was burned in whole or in part to remove insulation unless the seller can produce written proof to the scrap metal business that the wire was lawfully burned.

(4)(a) No transaction involving private metal property or nonferrous metal property ((valued at greater than thirty dollars)) may be made in cash or with any person who does not provide a street address under the requirements of RCW 19.290.020 except as described in (b) of this subsection. ((For transactions valued at greater than thirty dollars)) The person with whom the transaction is being made may only be paid by a nontransferable check, mailed by the scrap metal business to a street address provided under RCW 19.290.020, no earlier than (10) three days after the transaction was made. A transaction occurs on the date provided in the record required under RCW 19.290.020.

(b) A scrap metal business that is in compliance with this chapter that digitally captures: (i) A copy of one piece of current government-issued picture identification, including a current driver's license or identification card issued by any state and (ii) either a picture or video of either the material subject to the transaction in the form received or the material subject to the transaction within the vehicle which the material was transported to the scrap metal business, may pay up to a maximum of thirty dollars in cash, stored value device, or electronic funds transfer. The balance of the value of the transaction may be
made by nontransferable check, stored value device, or electronic
funds transfer at the time the transaction is made. A scrap metal
business's usage of video surveillance shall be sufficient to comply
with this subsection (4)(b)(ii) as long as the video captures the
material subject to the transaction. A digital image or picture taken
under this subsection must be available for two years from the date of
transaction, while a video recording must be available for thirty days.

(5) No scrap metal business may purchase or receive beer kegs
from anyone except a manufacturer of beer kegs or licensed brewery.

Sec. 7. RCW 19.290.040 and 2008 c 233 s 4 are each amended
to read as follows:

(1) Every scrap metal business must create and maintain a
permanent record with a commercial enterprise, including another
scrap metal business, in order to establish a commercial account.
That record, at a minimum, must include the following information:
(a) The full name of the commercial enterprise or commercial
account;
(b) The business address and telephone number of the
commercial enterprise or commercial account; and
(c) The full name of the person employed by the commercial
enterprise who is authorized to deliver private metal property,
nonferrous metal property, and commercial metal property to the
scrap metal business.

(2) The record maintained by a scrap metal business for a
commercial account must document every purchase or receipt of
private metal property, nonferrous metal property, and commercial
metal property from the commercial enterprise. The record must be
maintained for three years following the date of the transfer or receipt.
The documentation must include, at a minimum, the following:
(a) The time, date, and value of the property being purchased or
received;
(b) A description of the predominant types of property being
purchased or received; and
(c) The signature of the person delivering the property to the
scrap metal business.

Sec. 8. RCW 19.290.050 and 2008 c 233 s 5 are each amended
to read as follows:

(1) Upon request by any commissioned law enforcement officer
of the state or any of its political subdivisions, every scrap metal
business shall furnish a full, true, and correct transcript of the records
from the purchase or receipt of private metal property, nonferrous
metal property, and commercial metal property involving only a
(specific) specified individual, vehicle, or item of private metal
property, nonferrous metal property, or commercial metal property.
This information may be transmitted with a specified time of not
less than two business days to the applicable law enforcement agency
electronically, by facsimile transmission, or by modem or similar
device, or by delivery of computer disk subject to the requirements of,
and approval by, the chief of police or the county's chief law
enforcement officer.

(2) Any records created or produced under this section are
exempt from disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.

(3) If the scrap metal business has good cause to believe that any
private metal property, nonferrous metal property, or commercial
metal property in his or her possession has been previously lost or
stolen, the scrap metal business shall promptly report that fact to the
applicable commissioned law enforcement officer of the state, the
chief of police, or the county's chief law enforcement officer, together
with the name of the owner, if known, and the date when and the
name of the person from whom it was received.

(4) Compliance with this section shall not give rise to or form the
basis of private civil liability on the part of a scrap metal business or
scrap metal recycler.

Sec. 9. RCW 19.290.060 and 2008 c 233 s 6 are each amended
to read as follows:

(1) Following notification((either verbally or)) in writing((s))
from a commissioned law enforcement officer of the state or any of
its political subdivisions that an item of private metal property,
nonferrous metal property, or commercial metal property has been
reported as stolen, a scrap metal business shall hold that property
intact and safe from alteration, damage, or commingling, and shall
place an identifying tag or other suitable identification upon the
property. The scrap metal business shall hold the property for a
period of time as directed by the applicable law enforcement agency
up to a maximum of ten business days.

(2) A commissioned law enforcement officer of the state or any of
its political subdivisions shall not place on hold any item of private
metal property, nonferrous metal property, or commercial metal
property unless that law enforcement agency reasonably suspects that
the property is a lost or stolen item. Any hold that is placed on the
property must be removed within ten business days after the property
on hold is determined not to be stolen or lost and the property must be
returned to the owner or released.

Sec. 10. RCW 19.290.070 and 2008 c 233 s 7 are each amended
to read as follows:

It is a gross misdemeanor under chapter 9A.20 RCW for:

(1) Any person to deliberately remove, alter, or obliterate any
manufacturer's make, model, or serial number, personal identification
number, or identifying marks engraved or etched upon an item of
private metal property, nonferrous metal property, or commercial
metal property in order to deceive a scrap metal business;

(2) Any scrap metal business to enter into a transaction to
purchase or receive any private metal property, nonferrous metal
property, or commercial metal property where the manufacturer's
make, model, or serial number, personal identification number, or
identifying marks engraved or etched upon the property have been
deliberately and conspicuously removed, altered, or obliterated;

(3) Any person to knowingly make, cause, or allow to be made
any false entry or misstatement of any material matter in any book,
record, or writing required to be kept under this chapter;

(4) Any scrap metal business to enter into a transaction to
purchase or receive private metal property, nonferrous metal property,
or commercial metal property from any person under the age of
eighteen years or any person who is discernibly under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs;

(5) Any scrap metal business to enter into a transaction to
purchase or receive private metal property, nonferrous metal property,
or commercial metal property with anyone whom the scrap metal
business has been informed by a law enforcement agency to have
been convicted of a crime involving drugs, burglary, robbery, theft,
or possession of or receiving stolen property, manufacturing, delivering,
or possessing with intent to deliver methamphetamine, or possession
of ephedrine or any of its salts or isomers or salts of isomers,
pseudoephedrine or any of its salts or isomers or salts of isomers,
or anhydrous ammonia with intent to manufacture methamphetamine
within the past ((ten)) four years whether the person is acting in his or
her own behalf or as the agent of another;

(6) Any person to sign the declaration required under RCW
19.290.020 knowing that the private metal property or nonferrous
metal property subject to the transaction is stolen. The signature of
a person on the declaration required under RCW 19.290.020 constitutes
evidence of intent to defraud a scrap metal business if that person is
found to have known that the private metal property or nonferrous
metal property subject to the transaction was stolen;

(7) Any scrap metal business to possess private metal property
or commercial metal property that was not lawfully purchased or
received under the requirements of this chapter; ((as))

(8) Any scrap metal business to engage in a series of transactions
valued at less than thirty dollars with the same seller for the purposes
of avoiding the requirements of RCW 19.290.030(4); or

(9) Any person to knowingly make a false or fictitious oral or
written statement or to furnish or exhibit any false, fictitious, or misrepresented identification, with the intent to deceive a scrap metal business as to the actual seller of the scrap metal.

Sec. 11. RCW 19.290.090 and 2008 c 233 s 8 are each amended to read as follows:

The provisions of this chapter do not apply to transactions involving metal from the components of vehicles acquired by vehicle wreckers, junk haulers, or scrap processors licensed under chapter 46.79 or 46.80 RCW, and acquired in accordance with those laws or transactions conducted by the following:

1. Motor vehicle dealers licensed under chapter 46.70 RCW;
2. Metal from the components of vehicles acquired by vehicle wreckers, junk haulers, or scrap processors licensed under chapter 46.79 or 46.80 RCW, and acquired in accordance with those laws;
3. (a) Persons in the business of operating an automotive repair facility as defined under RCW 46.71.011; and
4. (a) Persons in the business of buying or selling empty food and beverage containers, including metal food and beverage containers.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 12. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

Application for a scrap metal license or renewal of a scrap metal license shall be made on a form for this purpose, furnished by the department of licensing, and shall be signed by the license holder or his or her authorized agent and shall include the following information:

1. Name and address of the person, firm, partnership, association, limited liability company, or corporation under which name the business is to be conducted;
2. Names and residence address of all persons having an interest in the business or, if the owner is a corporation, the names and addresses of the officers thereof;
3. Certificate of approval of the chief executive officer or chief of police, or a designee, if the application is for a license within an incorporated city or town or, in any unincorporated area, the county legislative authority, the sheriff, or a designee, certifying that:
   a. The applicant has an established place of business at the address shown on the application;
   b. There are no known environmental, building code, zoning, or other land use regulation violations associated with the business being located at the address; and
   c. In the case of a renewal of a scrap metal license, the applicant is in compliance with this chapter: PROVIDED, That an authorized representative of the department of licensing may make the certification described in this section in any instance;
4. Any other information that the department of licensing may require.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 13. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The application, together with the required fee, shall be forwarded to the department of licensing. Upon receipt of the application the department shall, if the application is in order, issue a scrap metal license authorizing the processor, recycler, or supplier to do business as such and forward the fee to the state treasurer. Upon receiving the certificate, the owner shall cause it to be prominently displayed in the place of business, where it may be inspected by an investigating officer at any time. Every license must be issued in the name of the applicant and the holder thereof may not allow any other person to use the license.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 15. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

Before issuing a scrap metal license to a scrap metal processor or scrap metal recycler, the department of licensing shall require the applicant to file with the department a surety bond in the amount of ten thousand dollars, running to the state of Washington, and executed by a surety company authorized to do business in the state of Washington. The bond shall be approved as to form by the attorney general and conditioned upon the licensee conducting the business in conformity with the provisions of this chapter. Except as prohibited elsewhere in this chapter, any person who has suffered loss or damage by reason of fraud or gross negligence, or an intentional or reckless violation of the terms of this chapter, or misrepresentation on the part of the scrap metal processor or recycler, may institute an action for recovery against the licensee and surety upon the bond. However, the aggregate liability of the surety to all persons shall in no event exceed the amount of the bond.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 16. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

A license issued on the scrap metal license application remains in force until suspended or revoked and may be renewed annually upon reapplication and upon payment of the required fee. A licensee who fails or neglects to renew the license before the assigned expiration date shall pay the fee for an original scrap metal license as provided in this chapter.

Whenever a scrap metal processor, recycler, or supplier ceases to do business as such or the license has been suspended or revoked, the licensee shall immediately surrender the license to the department of licensing.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 17. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The licensee shall obtain a special set of license plates in addition to the regular licenses and plates required for the operation of such vehicles. The special plates must be displayed on vehicles owned and/or operated by the licensee and used in the conduct of the business. The fee for these plates shall be five dollars for the original plates and two dollars for each additional set of plates bearing the same license number. A licensee with more than one licensed location in the state may use special plates bearing the same license number for vehicles operated out of any of the licensed locations.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 18. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The uniform regulation of business and professions act, chapter 18.235 RCW, governs unlicensed practice, the issuance and denial of licenses, and the discipline of licensees under this chapter.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 19. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

If a person whose scrap metal license has previously been canceled for cause by the department of licensing files an application for a license to conduct business as a scrap metal processor, recycler, or supplier, or if the department is of the opinion that the application is not filed in good faith or that the application is filed by some person as a subterfuge for the real person in interest whose license has previously been canceled for cause, the department may refuse to issue the person a license to conduct business as a scrap metal processor, recycler, or supplier.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 20. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

1. The director of licensing is hereby authorized to adopt reasonable rules and regulations not in conflict with provisions hereof for the proper operation and enforcement of this chapter.
2. The director shall set all license and renewal fees in accordance with RCW 43.24.086.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 21. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The chiefs of police, the county sheriffs, and the Washington state patrol may make periodic inspection of the licensee's licensed premises and records provided for in this chapter during normal business hours, and furnish a certificate of inspection to the department of licensing in such manner as may be determined by the department. In any instance, an authorized representative of the department may make the inspection. Licensees are subject to unannounced periodic inspections, as described in this section.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 22. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The state of Washington hereby fully occupies and preempts the entire field of regulation of scrap metal processors, recyclers, or suppliers within the boundaries of the state. Any political subdivision in this state may enact or enforce only those laws and ordinances relating to the regulation of scrap metal processors, recyclers, or suppliers that are specifically authorized by state law and are consistent with this chapter. Nothing in this chapter is intended to limit the authority of any political subdivision to impose generally applicable zoning, land use, permitting, general business licensing, environmental, and health and safety requirements or authorized business taxes upon scrap metal processors, recyclers, or suppliers within their jurisdictions. Local ordinances pertaining specifically to scrap metal processors, recyclers, or suppliers shall have the same or lesser penalty as provided for by state law. Local scrap metal laws and ordinances that are inconsistent with, more restrictive than, or exceed the requirements of state law shall not be enacted and are hereby preempted and repealed, regardless of the code, charter, or home rule status of such political subdivision.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 23. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

(1) In addition to the powers granted in chapter 18.235 RCW, the department of licensing or its authorized agent may examine or subpoena any persons, books, papers, records, data, vehicles, or metal property bearing upon the investigation or proceeding under this chapter.

(2) The persons subpoenaed may be required to testify and produce any books, papers, records, data, vehicles, or metal property that the director of licensing deems relevant or material to the inquiry.

(3) The director of the department of licensing or an authorized agent may administer an oath to the person required to testify, and a person giving false testimony after the administration of the oath is guilty of perjury in the first degree under RCW 9A.72.020.

(4)(a) Any authorized representative of the director of the department of licensing may apply for and obtain a superior court order approving and authorizing a subpoena in advance of its issuance. The application may be made in the county where the subpoenaed person resides or is found, or the county where the subpoenaed records or documents are located, or in Thurston county. The application must:

(i) State that an order is sought pursuant to this subsection;

(ii) Adequately specify the records, documents, or testimony; and

(iii) Declare under oath that an investigation is being conducted for a lawfully authorized purpose related to an investigation within the department's authority and that the subpoenaed documents or testimony are reasonably related to an investigation within the department's authority.

(b) Where the application under this subsection is made to the satisfaction of the court, the court must issue an order approving the subpoena. An order under this subsection constitutes authority of law for the agency to subpoena the records or testimony.

(c) Any authorized representative of the director of the department of licensing may seek approval and a court may issue an order under this subsection without prior notice to any person, including the person to whom the subpoena is directed and the person who is the subject of an investigation.

(5) Any records created or produced under this section are exempt from disclosure under chapter 42.56 RCW.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 24. A new section is added to chapter 36.28A RCW to read as follows:

(1) When funded, the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs shall establish a grant program to assist local law enforcement agencies in the support of special enforcement emphasis targeting metal theft. Grant applications shall be reviewed and awarded through peer review panels. Grant applicants are encouraged to utilize multijurisdictional efforts.

(2) Each grant applicant shall:

(a) Show a significant metal theft problem in the jurisdiction or jurisdictions receiving the grant;

(b) Verify that grant awards are sufficient to cover increased investigation, prosecution, and jail costs;

(c) Design an enforcement program that best suits the specific metal theft problem in the jurisdiction or jurisdictions receiving the grant;

(d) Demonstrate community coordination focusing on prevention, intervention, and suppression; and

(e) Collect data on performance.

(3) The cost of administering the grants shall not exceed sixty thousand dollars, or three percent of appropriated funding, whichever is greater.

(4) Grant awards may not be used to supplant preexisting funding sources for special enforcement targeting metal theft.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 25. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

(1) Law enforcement agencies may register with the scrap theft alert system that is maintained and provided at no charge to users by the institute of scrap recycling industries, incorporated, or its successor organization, to receive alerts regarding thefts of private, nonferrous, or commercial metal property in the relevant geographic area.

(2) Any business licensed under this chapter shall:

(a) Sign up with the scrap theft alert system that is maintained and provided at no charge to users by the institute of scrap recycling industries, incorporated, or its successor organization, to receive alerts regarding thefts of private, nonferrous, or commercial metal property in the relevant geographic area;

(b) Download the scrap metal theft alerts generated by the scrap theft alert system on a daily basis;

(c) Use the alerts to identify potentially stolen commercial metal property, nonferrous metal property, and private metal property, and

(d) Maintain for ninety days copies of any theft alerts received and downloaded pursuant to this section.

Sec. 26. RCW 9.94A.515 and 2012 c 176 s 3 and 2012 c 162 s 1 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows:

TABLE 2
CRIMES INCLUDED WITHIN EACH SERIOUSNESS LEVEL
XVI Aggravated Murder 1 (RCW 10.95.020)
XV Homicide by abuse (RCW 9A.32.055)
Malicious explosion 1 (RCW 70.74.280(1))
Murder 1 (RCW 9A.32.030)
XIV Murder 2 (RCW 9A.32.050)
Trafficking 1 (RCW 9A.40.100(1))
XIII Malicious explosion 2 (RCW 70.74.280(2))
Malicious placement of an explosive 1 (RCW 70.74.270(1))
XII Assault 1 (RCW 9A.36.011)
     Assault of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.36.120)
     Malicious placement of an imitation device 1 (RCW 70.74.272(1)(a))
     Promoting Commercial Sexual Abuse of a Minor (RCW 9.68A.101)
     Rape 1 (RCW 9A.44.040)
     Rape of a Child 1 (RCW 9A.44.073)
     Trafficking 2 (RCW 9A.40.100(2))

XI Manslaughter 1 (RCW 9A.32.060)
     Rape 2 (RCW 9A.44.050)
     Rape of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.44.076)
     Vehicular Homicide, by being under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW 46.61.520)

X Child Molestation 1 (RCW 9A.44.083)
     Criminal Mistreatment 1 (RCW 9A.42.020)
     Indecent Liberties (with forcible compulsion) (RCW 9A.44.100(1)(a))
     Kidnapping 1 (RCW 9A.40.020)
     Leading Organized Crime (RCW 9A.82.060(1)(a))
     Malicious explosion 3 (RCW 70.74.280(3))
     Sexually Violent Predator Escape (RCW 9A.76.115)

IX Abandonment of Dependent Person 1 (RCW 9A.42.060)
     Assault of a Child 2 (RCW 9A.36.130)
     Explosive devices prohibited (RCW 70.74.180)
     Hit and Run--Death (RCW 46.52.020(4)(a))
     Homicide by Watercraft, by being under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug (RCW 9A.60.050)
     Inciting Criminal Profiteering (RCW 9A.82.060(1)(b))
     Malicious placement of an explosive 2 (RCW 70.74.270(2))
     Robbery 1 (RCW 9A.56.200)

VIII Arson 1 (RCW 9A.48.020)
     Commercial Sexual Abuse of a Minor (RCW 9A.68A.100)
     Homicide by Watercraft, by the operation of any vessel in a reckless manner (RCW 79A.60.050)
     Manslaughter 2 (RCW 9A.32.070)
     Promoting Prostitution 1 (RCW 9A.88.070)
     Theft of Ammonia (RCW 9A.56.300)
     Unlawful Storage of Ammonia (RCW 69.55.020)

VII Burglary 1 (RCW 9A.52.020)
     Child Molestation 2 (RCW 9A.44.086)
     Civil Disorder Training (RCW 9A.48.120)
     Dealing in depictions of minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct 1 (RCW 9A.40.100(2))

VI Bail Jumping with Murder 1 (RCW 9A.76.170(3)(a))
     Bribery (RCW 9A.68.010)
     Incest 1 (RCW 9A.42.060)
     Intimidating a Judge (RCW 9A.72.160)
     Intimidating a Juror/Witness (RCW 9A.72.110, 9A.72.130)
     Malicious placement of an imitation device 2 (RCW 70.74.272(1)(b))
     Possession of Depictions of a Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 1 (RCW 9A.44.079)
     Theft of a Firearm (RCW 9A.56.300)
     Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the first degree (RCW 9A.41.040(1))

V Abandonment of Dependent Person 2 (RCW 9A.42.070)
     Advancing money or property for extortionate extension of credit (RCW 9A.82.030)
     Bail Jumping with class A Felony (RCW 9A.76.170(3)(b))
     Child Molestation 3 (RCW 9A.44.089)
     Dealing in Depictions of Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 2 (RCW 9A.42.030)
     Custodial Sexual Misconduct 1 (RCW 9A.44.089)
     Dealing in Depictions of Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 1 (RCW 9A.40.100(2))
     Domestic Violence Court Order Violation (RCW 10.99.040, 10.99.050, 26.09.300, 26.10.220, 26.26.138, 26.50.110, 26.52.070, or 74.34.145)
     Driving While Under the Influence (RCW 46.61.502(6))
     Extortion 1 (RCW 9A.56.120)
     Extortionate Extension of Credit (RCW 9A.82.020)
Exortionate Means to Collect Extensions of Credit (RCW 9A.82.040)
Incest 2 (RCW 9A.64.020(2))
Kidnapping 2 (RCW 9A.40.030)
Perjury 1 (RCW 9A.72.020)
Persistent prison misbehavior (RCW 9.94.070)
Physical Control of a Vehicle While Under the Influence (RCW 46.61.504(6))
Possession of a Stolen Firearm (RCW 9A.56.310)
Rape 3 (RCW 9A.44.060)
Rendering Criminal Assistance 1 (RCW 9A.76.070)
Sending, Bringing into State Depictions of Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct (RCW 9A.88.010)
Sexual Misconduct with a Minor 1 (RCW 9A.44.093)
Sexually Violating Human Remains (RCW 9A.44.105)
Stalking (RCW 9A.46.110)
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission 1 (RCW 9A.56.070)

IV
Arson 2 (RCW 9A.48.030)
Assault 2 (RCW 9A.36.021)
Assault 3 (of a Peace Officer with a Projectile Stun Gun) (RCW 9A.36.031(1)(h))
Assault by Watercraft (RCW 79A.60.060)
Bribing a Witness/Bribe Received by Witness (RCW 9A.72.090, 9A.72.100)
Cheating 1 (RCW 9.46.1961)
Commercial Bribery (RCW 9A.68.060)
Counterfeiting (RCW 9.16.035(4))
Endangerment with a Controlled Substance (RCW 9A.42.100)
Escape 1 (RCW 9A.76.110)
Hit and Run -Injury (RCW 46.52.020(4)(b))
Hit and Run with Vessel -Injury Accident (RCW 79A.60.200(3))
Identity Theft 1 (RCW 9.35.020(2))
Indecent Exposure to Person Under Age Fourteen (subsequent sex offense) (RCW 9A.36.080)
Influencing Outcome of Sporting Event (RCW 9A.82.070)
Malicious Harassment (RCW 9A.36.080)
Possession of Depictions of a Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 2 (RCW 9A.68A.070(2))
Residential Burglary (RCW 9A.52.025)
Robbery 2 (RCW 9A.56.210)
Theft of Livestock 1 (RCW 9A.56.080)
Threats to Bomb (RCW 9.61.160)
Trafficking in Stolen Property 1 (RCW 9A.82.050)
Unlawful factoring of a credit card or payment card transaction (RCW 9A.56.290(4)(b))
Unlawful transaction of health coverage as a health care service contractor (RCW 48.44.016(3))
Unlawful transaction of health coverage as a health maintenance organization (RCW 48.46.033(3))
Unlawful transaction of insurance business (RCW 48.15.023(3))
Unlicensed practice as an insurance professional (RCW 48.17.063(2))
Use of Proceeds of Criminal Profiteering (RCW 9A.82.080 (1) and (2))
Vehicular Assault, by being under the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, or by the operation or driving of a vehicle in a reckless manner (RCW 46.61.522)
Viewing of Depictions of a Minor Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 1 (RCW 9A.76A.075(1))
Willful Failure to Return from Furlough (RCW 72.66.060)

III
Animal Cruelty 1 (Sexual Conduct or Contact) (RCW 16.52.205(3))
Assault 3 (Except Assault 3 of a Peace Officer With a Projectile Stun Gun) (RCW 9A.36.031 except subsection (1)(h))
Assault of a Child 3 (RCW 9A.36.140)
Bail Jumping with class B or C Felony (RCW 9A.76.170(3)(c))
Burglary 2 (RCW 9A.52.030)
Communication with a Minor for Immoral Purposes (RCW 9.68A.090)
Criminal Gang Intimidation (RCW 9A.46.120)
Custodial Assault (RCW 9A.36.100)
Cyberstalking (subsequent conviction or threat of death) (RCW 9.61.260(3))
Escape 2 (RCW 9A.76.120)
Extortion 2 (RCW 9A.56.130)
Harassment (RCW 9A.46.020)
Intimidating a Public Servant (RCW 9A.76.180)
Introducing Contraband 2 (RCW 9A.76.150)
Malicious Injury to Railroad Property (RCW 81.60.070)
Mortgage Fraud (RCW 19.144.080)
Negligently Causing Substantial Bodily Harm By Use of a Signal Preemption Device (RCW 46.37.674)
Organized Retail Theft 1 (RCW 9A.56.350(2))
Perjury 2 (RCW 9A.72.030)
Possession of Incendiary Device (RCW 9.40.120)
Possession of Machine Gun or Short-Barreled Shotgun or Rifle (RCW 9A.41.190)
Promoting Prostitution 2 (RCW 9A.88.080)
Retail Theft with Extenuating Circumstances 1 (RCW 9A.56.360(2))
Securities Act violation (RCW 21.20.400)
Tampering with a Witness (RCW 9A.72.120)
Telephone Harassment (subsequent conviction or threat of death) (RCW 9.61.230(2))
Theft of Livestock 2 (RCW 9A.56.083)
Theft with the Intent to Resell 1 (RCW 9A.56.340(2))
Traffic in Stolen Property 2 (RCW 9A.82.055)
Unlawful Hunting of Big Game 1 (RCW 77.15.410(3)(b))
Unlawful Imprisonment (RCW 9A.40.040)
Unlawful possession of firearm in the second degree (RCW 9.41.040(2))
Unlawful Taking of Endangered Fish or Wildlife 1 (RCW 77.15.120(3)(b))
Unlawful Traffic in Fish, Shellfish, or Wildlife 1 (RCW 77.15.260(3)(b))
Unlawful Use of a Nondesignated Vessel (RCW 77.15.530(4))
Vehicular Assault, by the operation or driving of a vehicle with disregard for the safety of others (RCW 46.61.522)
Willful Failure to Return from Work Release (RCW 72.65.070)

II Commercial Fishing Without a License 1 (RCW 77.15.500(3)(b))
Computer Trespass 1 (RCW 9A.52.110)
Counterfeiting (RCW 9A.16.035(3))
Engaging in Fish Dealing Activity Unlicensed 1 (RCW 77.15.620(3))
Escape from Community Custody (RCW 72.09.310)
Failure to Register as a Sex Offender (second or subsequent offense) (RCW 9A.44.132)
Health Care False Claims (RCW 48.80.030)
Identity Theft 2 (RCW 9A.35.020(3))
Improperly Obtaining Financial Information (RCW 9A.35.010)
Malicious Mischief 1 (RCW 9A.48.070)
Organized Retail Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.350(3))
Possession of Stolen Property 1 (RCW 9A.56.150)
Possession of a Stolen Vehicle (RCW 9A.56.068)
Retail Theft with Extenuating Circumstances 2 (RCW 9A.56.360(3))
Scrap Processing, Recycling, or

Supplying Without a License (second or subsequent offense) (section 12 of this act)
Theft 1 (RCW 9A.56.030)
Theft of a Motor Vehicle (RCW 9A.56.065)
Theft of Rental, Leased, or Lease-purchased Property (valued at

A) thousand five hundred dollars or more (RCW 9.A.45.096(5)(a))
Theft with the Intent to Resell 2 (RCW 9.A.56.340(3))
Traffic in Insurance Claims (RCW 48.30A.015)
Unlawful factoring of a credit card or payment card transaction (RCW 9A.56.290(4)(a))
Unlawful Participation of Non-Indians in Indian Fishery (RCW 77.15.570(2))
Unlawful Practice of Law (RCW 2.48.180)
Unlicensed Practice of a Profession or Business (RCW 18.130.190(7))
Unlawful Purchase or Use of a License (RCW 77.15.650(3)(b))
Unlawful Traffic in Fish, Shellfish, or Wildlife 2 (RCW 77.15.260(3)(a))
Voyeurism (RCW 9A.44.115)

I Attempting to Elude a Pursuing Police Vehicle (RCW 46.61.024)
False Verification for Welfare (RCW 74.08.055)
Forgery (RCW 9A.60.020)
Fraudulent Creation or Revocation of a Mental Health Advance Directive (RCW 9A.60.060)
Malicious Mischief 2 (RCW 9A.48.080)
Mineral Trespass (RCW 78.44.330)
Possession of Stolen Property 2 (RCW 9A.56.160)
Reckless Burning 1 (RCW 9A.48.040)
Spotlighting Big Game 1 (RCW 77.15.450(3)(b))
Suspension of Department Privileges 1 (RCW 77.15.670(3)(b))
Taking Motor Vehicle Without Permission 2 (RCW 9A.56.075)
Theft 2 (RCW 9A.56.040)
Theft of Rental, Leased, or Lease-purchased Property (valued at

B) hundred fifty dollars or more but
less than one thousand five hundred dollars (RCW 9A.56.096(5)(b))
Transaction of insurance business beyond the scope of licensure (RCW 48.17.063)
Unlawful Fish and Shellfish Catch Accounting (RCW 77.15.630(3)(b))
Unlawful Issuance of Checks or Drafts (RCW 9A.56.060)
Unlawful Possession of Fictitious
Identification (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Possession of Instruments of Financial Fraud (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Possession of Payment Instruments (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Possession of a Personal Identification Device (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Production of Payment Instruments (RCW 9A.56.320)
Unlawful Release of Deleterious Exotic Wildlife (RCW 77.15.250(2)(b))
Unlawful Trafficking in Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.142)
Unlawful Use of Food Stamps (RCW 9.91.144)
Unlawful Use of Net to Take Fish 1 (RCW 77.15.580(3)(b))
Unlawful Use of Prohibited Aquatic Animal Species (RCW 77.15.253(3))
Vehicle Prowl 1 (RCW 9A.52.095)
Violating Commercial Fishing Area or Time 1 (RCW 77.15.550(3)(b))

NEW SECTION. Sec. 27. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

(1) The following personal property is subject to seizure and forfeiture and no property right exists in them: All personal property including, but not limited to, any item, object, tool, substance, device, weapon, machine, vehicle of any kind, money, security, or negotiable instrument, which the seizing agency proves by a preponderance of the evidence was used or intended to be used by its owner or the person in charge to knowingly or intentionally facilitate the commission of, or to knowingly or intentionally abet the commission of, a crime involving theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property, or which the seizing agency proves by a preponderance of the evidence was knowingly or intentionally furnished or was intended to be furnished by any person in the commission of, as a result of, or as compensation for the commission of, a crime involving theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property, or which the property owner or the person in charge of the vehicle is a consenting party or is privy to any crime involving theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property provided that such activity is not less than a class C felony; except that:

(a) No vehicle used by any person as a common carrier in the transaction of business as a common carrier is subject to forfeiture under this section unless the seizing agency proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the owner or other person in charge of the vehicle is a consenting party or is privy to any crime involving theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property;

(b) A forfeiture of property encumbered by a bona fide security interest is subject to the interest of the secured party if the secured party neither had actual or constructive knowledge, nor consented to the act or omission.

(2) The following real property is subject to seizure and forfeiture and no property right exists in them: All real property, including any right, title, and interest in the whole of any lot or tract of land, and any appurtenances or improvements, that the seizing agency proves by a preponderance of the evidence are being used with the knowledge of the owner for the intentional commission of any crime involving the theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property, or which have been acquired in whole or in part with proceeds traceable to the commission of any crime involving the trafficking, theft, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property, if such activity is not less than a class C felony and a substantial nexus exists between the commission of the violation or crime and the real property. However:

(a) No property may be forfeited pursuant to this subsection (2), to the extent of the interest of an owner, by reason of any act or omission committed or omitted without the owner's actual or constructive knowledge; and further, a property owner's real property is not subject to seizure if an employee or agent of that property owner uses the property owner's real property to knowingly or intentionally facilitate the commission of, or to knowingly or intentionally aid and abet the commission of, a crime involving theft, trafficking, or unlawful possession of commercial metal property, in violation of that property owner's instructions or policies against such activity, and without the property owner's knowledge or consent; and

(b) A forfeiture of real property encumbered by a bona fide security interest is subject to the interest of the secured party if the secured party, neither had actual or constructive knowledge, nor consented to the act or omission.

(3) Property subject to forfeiture under this chapter may be seized by any law enforcement officer of this state upon process issued by any superior court having jurisdiction over the property. Seizure of real property shall include the filing of a lis pendens by the seizing agency. Real property seized under this section shall not be transferred or otherwise conveyed until ninety days after seizure or until a judgment of forfeiture is entered, whichever is later: PROVIDED, That real property seized under this section may be transferred or conveyed to any person or entity who acquires title by foreclosure or deed in lieu of foreclosure of a security interest. Seizure of personal property without process may be made if:

(a) The seizure is incident to an arrest or a search under a search warrant; or

(b) The property subject to seizure has been the subject of a prior judgment in favor of the state in a criminal injunction or forfeiture proceeding.

(4) In the event of seizure pursuant to this section, proceedings for forfeiture shall be deemed commenced by the seizure. The law enforcement agency under whose authority the seizure was made shall cause notice to be served within fifteen days following the seizure on the owner of the property seized and the person in charge thereof and any person having any known right or interest therein, including any community property interest, of the seizure and intended forfeiture of the seized property. Service of notice of seizure of real property shall be made according to the rules of civil procedure. However, the state may not obtain a default judgment with respect to real property against a party who is served by substituted service absent an affidavit stating that a good faith effort has been made to ascertain if the defaulted party is incarcerated within the state, and that there is no present basis to believe that the party is incarcerated within the state. The notice of seizure of personal property may be served by any method authorized by law or court rule including but not limited to service by certified mail with return receipt requested. Service by mail shall be deemed complete upon mailing within the fifteen day period following the seizure. Notice of seizure in the case of property subject to a security interest that has been perfected by filing a financing statement in accordance with chapter 62A.9A RCW, or a certificate of title shall be made by service.
upon the secured party or the secured party's assignee at the address shown on the financing statement or the certificate of title.

(5) If no person notifies the seizing law enforcement agency in writing of the person's claim of ownership or right to possession of items specified in subsection (1) of this section within forty-five days of the seizure in the case of personal property and ninety days in the case of real property, the item seized shall be deemed forfeited. The community property interest in real property of a person whose spouse or domestic partner committed a violation giving rise to seizure of the real property may not be forfeited if the person did not participate in the violation.

(6) If a person notifies the seizing law enforcement agency in writing of the person's claim of ownership or right to possession of the seized property within forty-five days of the seizure in the case of personal property and ninety days in the case of real property, the law enforcement agency shall give the person or persons a reasonable opportunity to be heard as to the claim or right. The hearing shall be before the chief law enforcement officer of the seizing agency or the chief law enforcement officer's designee, except where the seizing agency is a state agency as defined in RCW 34.12.020(4), the hearing shall be before the chief law enforcement officer of the seizing agency or an administrative law judge appointed under chapter 34.12 RCW, except that any person asserting a claim or right may remove the matter to a court of competent jurisdiction. Removal may only be accomplished according to the rules of civil procedure. The person seeking removal of the matter must serve process against the state, county, political subdivision, or municipality that operates the seizing agency, and any other party of interest, in accordance with RCW 4.28.080 or 4.92.020, within forty-five days after the person seeking removal has notified the seizing law enforcement agency of the person's claim of ownership or right to possession. The court to which the matter is to be removed shall be the district court when the aggregate value of the property is within the jurisdictional limit set forth in RCW 3.66.020. A hearing before the seizing agency and any appeal therefrom shall be under Title 34 RCW. In a court hearing between two or more claimants to the property involved, the prevailing party shall be entitled to a judgment for costs and reasonable attorneys' fees. The burden of producing evidence shall be upon the person claiming to be the lawful owner or the person claiming to have the lawful right to possession of the property.

(7) At the hearing, the seizing agency has the burden of proof to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that seized property is subject to forfeiture, and that the use or intended use of the seized property in connection with a crime pursuant to this section occurred with the owner's actual or constructive knowledge or consent. The person claiming to be the lawful owner or the person claiming to have the lawful right to possession of the property has the burden of proof to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the person owns or has a right to possess the seized property. The possession of bare legal title is not sufficient to establish ownership of seized property if the seizing agency proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the person claiming ownership or right to possession is a nominal owner and did not actually own or exert a controlling interest in the property.

The seizing law enforcement agency shall promptly return the property to the claimant upon a determination by the administrative law judge or court that the claimant is the present lawful owner or is lawfully entitled to possession of the property.

(8) When property is forfeited under this chapter, after satisfying any court-ordered victim restitution, the seizing law enforcement agency may:

(a) Retain it for official use or, upon application by any law enforcement agency of this state, release such property to such agency; or

(b) Sell that which is not required to be destroyed by law and which is not harmful to the public.

(9) (a) Within one hundred twenty days after the entry of an order of forfeiture, each seizing agency shall remit to, if known, the victim of the crime involving the seized property, an amount equal to fifty percent of the net proceeds of any property forfeited.

(b) Retained property and net proceeds not required to be paid to victims shall be retained by the seizing law enforcement agency exclusively for the expansion and improvement of law enforcement activity. Money retained under this section may not be used to supplant preexisting funding sources.

(c) The net proceeds of forfeited property is the value of the forfeitable interest in the property after deducting the cost of satisfying any bona fide security interest to which the property is subject at the time of seizure; and in the case of sold property, after deducting the cost of sale, including reasonable fees or commissions paid to independent selling agents, and the cost of any valid landlord's claim for damages.

(d) The value of sold forfeited property is the sale price. The value of retained forfeited property is the fair market value of the property at the time of seizure, determined when possible by reference to an applicable commonly used index, such as the index used by the department of licensing for valuation of motor vehicles. A seizing agency may use, but need not use, an independent qualified appraiser to determine the value of retained property. If an appraiser is used, the value of the property appraised is net of the cost of the appraisal. The value of destroyed property and retained firearms or illegal property is zero.

(10) Upon the entry of an order of forfeiture of real property, the court shall forward a copy of the order to the assessor of the county in which the property is located. Orders for the forfeiture of real property shall be entered by the superior court, subject to court rules. Such an order shall be filed by the seizing agency in the county auditor's records in the county in which the real property is located.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 28. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:

The provisions of this chapter shall be liberally construed to the end that traffic in stolen private metal property or nonferrous metal property may be prevented, and irresponsible, unreliable, or dishonest persons may be prevented from engaging in the business of processing, recycling, or supplying scrap metal in this state and reliable persons may be encouraged to engage in businesses of processing, recycling, or supplying scrap metal in this state.

Sec. 29. RCW 18.235.020 and 2010 c 179 s 18 are each amended to read as follows:

(1) This chapter applies only to the director and the boards and commissions having jurisdiction in relation to the businesses and professions licensed under the chapters specified in this section. This chapter does not apply to any business or profession not licensed under the chapters specified in this section.

(2) (a) The director has authority under this chapter in relation to the following businesses and professions:

(i) Auctioneers under chapter 18.11 RCW;

(ii) Bail bond agents and bail bond recovery agents under chapter 18.185 RCW;

(iii) Camping resorts' operators and salespersons under chapter 19.105 RCW;

(iv) Commercial telephone solicitors under chapter 19.158 RCW;

(v) Cosmetologists, barbers, manicurists, and estheticians under chapter 18.16 RCW;

(vi) Court reporters under chapter 18.145 RCW;

(vii) Driver training schools and instructors under chapter 46.82 RCW;

(viii) Employment agencies under chapter 19.31 RCW;

(ix) For hire vehicle operators under chapter 46.72 RCW;

(x) Limousines under chapter 46.72A RCW;

(xi) Notaries public under chapter 42.44 RCW;

(xii) Private investigators under chapter 18.165 RCW;
(xiii) Professional boxing, martial arts, and wrestling under chapter 67.08 RCW;
(xiv) Real estate appraisers under chapter 18.140 RCW;
(xv) Real estate brokers and salespersons under chapters 18.85 and 18.86 RCW;
(xvi) Scrap metal processors, scrap metal recyclers, and scrap metal suppliers under chapter 19.290 RCW;
(xvii) Security guards under chapter 18.170 RCW;
((xviii)) (xviii) Sellers of travel under chapter 19.138 RCW;
((xix)) (xix) Timeshares and timeshare salespersons under chapter 64.36 RCW;
((xx)) (xx) Whitewater river outfitters under chapter 79A.60 RCW;
((xxi)) (xxi) Home inspectors under chapter 18.280 RCW;
((xxii)) (xxii) Body artists, body piercers, and tattoo artists, and body art, body piercing, and tattooing shops and businesses, under chapter 18.300 RCW; and
((xxiii)) (xxiii) Appraisal management companies under chapter 18.310 RCW.
(b) The boards and commissions having authority under this chapter are as follows:
(i) The state board ((of registration)) for architects established in chapter 18.08 RCW;
(ii) The Washington state collection agency board established in chapter 19.16 RCW;
(iii) The state board of registration for professional engineers and land surveyors established in chapter 18.43 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.43 and 18.210 RCW;
(iv) The funeral and cemetery board established in chapter 18.39 RCW governing licenses issued under chapters 18.39 and 68.05 RCW;
(v) The state board of licensure for landscape architects established in chapter 18.96 RCW; and
(vi) The state geologist licensing board established in chapter 18.220 RCW.
(3) In addition to the authority to discipline license holders, the disciplinary authority may grant or deny licenses based on the conditions and criteria established in this chapter and the chapters specified in subsection (2) of this section. This chapter also governs any investigation, hearing, or proceeding relating to denial of licensure or issuance of a license conditioned on the applicant's compliance with an order entered under RCW 18.235.110 by the disciplinary authority.

Sec. 30. RCW 43.24.150 and 2011 c 298 s 25 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) The business and professions account is created in the state treasury. All receipts from business or professional licenses, registrations, certifications, renewals, examinations, or civil penalties assessed and collected by the department from the following chapters must be deposited into the account:
(a) Chapter 18.11 RCW, auctioneers;
(b) Chapter 18.16 RCW, cosmetologists, barbers, and manicurists;
(c) Chapter 18.145 RCW, court reporters;
(d) Chapter 18.165 RCW, private investigators;
(e) Chapter 18.170 RCW, security guards;
(f) Chapter 18.185 RCW, bail bond agents;
(g) Chapter 18.280 RCW, home inspectors;
(h) Chapter 19.16 RCW, collection agencies;
(i) Chapter 19.31 RCW, employment agencies;
(j) Chapter 19.105 RCW, camping resorts;
(k) Chapter 19.138 RCW, sellers of travel;
(l) Chapter 42.44 RCW, notaries public;
(m) Chapter 64.36 RCW, timeshares;
(n) Chapter 67.08 RCW, boxing, martial arts, and wrestling;
(o) Chapter 18.300 RCW, body art, body piercing, and tattooing;
(p) Chapter 79A.60 RCW, whitewater river outfitters; ((and))
(q) Chapter 19.158 RCW, commercial telephone solicitation; and
(r) Chapter 19.290 RCW, scrap metal businesses.

Moneys in the account may be spent only after appropriation. Expenditures from the account may be used only for expenses incurred in carrying out these business and professions licensing activities of the department. Any residue in the account must be accumulated and may not revert to the general fund at the end of the biennium.

(2) The director must biennially prepare a budget request based on the anticipated costs of administering the business and professions licensing activities listed in subsection (1) of this section, which must include the estimated income from these business and professions fees.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 31. A new section is added to chapter 43.43 RCW to read as follows:
(1) Beginning on July 1, 2014, when funded, the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs shall implement and operate an ongoing electronic statewide no-buy list database program.
(2) The database must be made available on a web site.
(3) The no-buy list database program shall allow for any scrap metal business to enter a customer's name and date of birth into the database. The database must determine if the customer pursuing the transaction with the scrap metal business has been convicted in Washington of any crime involving burglary, robbery, theft, or possession of or receiving stolen property within the past four years.
(4) If the customer has been convicted of any crime involving burglary, robbery, theft, or possession of or receiving stolen property within the past four years despite whether the person was acting in his or her own behalf or as the agent of another then, at a minimum, the no-buy list database program must immediately send an alert to the scrap metal business stating: (a) That the customer is listed on a current no-buy list, (b) the four-year expiration period for the customer's most recent crime listed, and (c) a notification that entering into a transaction with the customer is prohibited under RCW 19.290.070.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 32. A new section is added to chapter 19.290 RCW to read as follows:
A scrap metal business shall, before completing any transaction under this chapter, determine whether such customer is listed in the Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs no-buy list database program established and made available under section 31 of this act.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 33. A new section is added to chapter 43.43 RCW to read as follows:
The Washington association of sheriffs and police chiefs shall not be held liable for civil damages resulting from any act or omission in carrying out the requirements of section 31 of this act other than an act or omission constituting gross negligence or willful or wanton misconduct.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 34. If one million five hundred thousand dollars for the purposes of this act, referencing this act by bill or chapter number, is not provided by June 30, 2013, in the omnibus appropriations act, this act is null and void.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 35. Sections 12 through 23 of this act take effect January 1, 2014.

NEW SECTION. Sec. 36. The director of the department of licensing may take the necessary steps to ensure that sections 12 through 23 of this act are implemented on January 1, 2014.”
36.28A RCW; adding new sections to chapter 43.43 RCW; creating new sections; prescribing penalties; and providing an effective date."

and the same is herewith transmitted.

Brad Hendrickson, Deputy Secretary

SENATE AMENDMENT TO HOUSE BILL

There being no objection, the House concurred in the Senate amendment to ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1552 and advanced the bill as amended by the Senate to final passage.

FINAL PASSAGE OF HOUSE BILL AS SENATE AMENDED

Representatives Goodman, Klippert and Goodman (again) spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.

The Speaker (Representative Moeller presiding) stated the question before the House to be the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1552, as amended by the Senate.

ROLL CALL

The Clerk called the roll on the final passage of Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1552, as amended by the Senate, and the bill passed the House by the following vote: Yeas, 92; Nays, 5; Absent, 0; Excused, 1.


Voting nay: Representatives Condotta, Overstreet, Scott, Shea and Taylor.

Excused: Representative DeBolt.

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1552, as amended by the Senate, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

There being no objection, the House advanced to the eighth order of business.

ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1552, as amended by the Senate, having received the necessary constitutional majority, was declared passed.

SECOND SUBSTITUTE HOUSE BILL NO. 1764

There being no objection, the Committee on Rules was relieved of ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1539 and the bill was placed on the second reading calendar.

There being no objection, the House advanced to the eleventh order of business.

The Speaker assumed the chair.

SIGNED BY THE SPEAKER

The Speaker signed the following bills:
The Speaker called upon Representative Moeller to preside.

FRANK CHOPP, Speaker  
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5113
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5135-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5136
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5145
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5148-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5153-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5193-S2
Second Reading ................................................................. 20
Amendment Offered ............................................................... 20
Third Reading Final Passage .................................................. 21
5206
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5215-S2
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5220
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5221
Second Reading ................................................................. 12
Amendment Offered ............................................................... 12
Third Reading Final Passage .................................................. 13
Other Action ......................................................................... 12
Message ............................................................................... 12
5227-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5256-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5282-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5287-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
Messages .............................................................................. 2, 21
5305
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5308-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 35
5315-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5324-S
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
5337
Second Reading ................................................................. 8
Third Reading Final Passage .................................................. 8
Speaker Signed .................................................................. 34
Messages .............................................................................. 21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5344</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5369-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5389-S2</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5399-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5417</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5437-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5449-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>2, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5459-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5465</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5472</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5480-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5491-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5507-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5510</td>
<td>Second Reading</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment Offered</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third Reading Final Passage</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Action</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5551-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>2, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5556-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5577-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>2, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5601-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>2, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5607</td>
<td>Other Action</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5615-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5616</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5630-S</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5666</td>
<td>Committee Report Conference</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final Passage</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Action</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5674</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5692</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5699</td>
<td>Speaker Signed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5705-S</td>
<td>Second Reading</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amendment Offered</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third Reading Final Passage</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5705-SJ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5709-S</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5723-S</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5748</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5761-S</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5767-S</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5786-S</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5794-S2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5810</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5892-S</td>
<td>2, 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5895-S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5913-S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8001</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8005</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8401-S</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Action

Messages

Speaker Signed

Committee Report

Introduction & 1st Reading

Messages